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Management Summary 
In 2005, the NS (Dutch Railways Group) and Prorail conducted a research on the experience of time spent by railway 

passengers in the whole transport chain (NS 2005). Regarding the quality of the time experienced at railways stations, the 

research clearly showed that Dutch railway stations performed sub optima!. One of the conclusions of the research was that the 

decentralised focus and multiple, aften conflicting, stakeholder interesis in the development process were the cause of this 

current state. The NS, one of the major stakeholders in this development process, is ready to change this situation and recently 

declared in its annual report that it has devoted itself to developing high quality railway stations, which satisty the demands of 

the customer (NS 2007). 

A future vision about railway station quality has been developed by initiating new railway station concepts as 'NS Regiopoort' 

and 'NS Wereldstations' . However, knowledge about a solid design approach to achieve this future vision of a high quality 

railway station is absent. At this moment, Leiden Centraal is a live 1-to-1-scale test facility to test new design principles. A 

theoretica! support can help the current more practical trial and error approach of the NS to generale insight in the essential 

required design aspects. This research thereby focuses on a very specific part of the railway station: the rail terminal. 

The purpose of this research is to help the NS firstly to answer the question about what the essential design aspects of a 

successful customer focused rail terminal design are and secondly to find an answer to the question of what design aspects 

should be prioritised in the design process. To be able to answer the two research questions, this research is divided into tour 

separate research parts. First, an explorative qualilalive research has been conducted in part one. Second, part two designs an 

analysis tooi and conduels two specific in-depth literature studies. Part three introduces a case and a related expert survey. 

Finally part tour describes the conclusions and suggests practical implications by introducing validatien data and 

recommendations which can be applied in the NPC 'Circle of Five©'-tool which is used to focus the design process. 

Part one indicated relevant trends which influence the needs of the future customer and future functional demands of a rail 

terminal by using an explorative qualilalive study. Two dominant trends emerged trom this study: future railway stations (and 

thus also rail terminals) will have to process more passengers and secondly, they will have to offer a more diverse range of non

transport related services. These trends are then Iranslaled to functional requirements tor a rail terminal by describing the 

impact of the trends on the 'node function' and the 'place-function' of a rail terminal. Due to the increase in demand of 'node

functionality' and 'place-functionality' a stressed situation will result in a situation where bath functions claim a more prominent 

place in terminal design. This calls tor an integrated design approach: space tor a vast design where bath functions are 

designed in parallel is simply nat possible anymore. A more integrated approach in terminal design willlead toa situation where 

bath place and node tunetion will be able to generale customer value. Peek (2006) stresses the tact that in order to create 

customer value at rail terminals, two different kinds of customers will have to be satisfied: the passenger and the shopper: they 

farm the starting point of the whole value chain at a railway station. 

To find the best design campromise in serving bath customers (the best service environment), this research has chosen to 

analyse the design wishes of customers of two narrowly related industries where the two customers are clearly present and 

which show great similarities in spatial characteristics. To analyse the design desires of the passenger, an in-depth literature 

study on the customer design preferences of airport passengers has been chosen. To analyse the desires of the shopper, an in

depth literature study on customer design preferences of shopping centre visitors has been applied. Bath studies provide 

considerable amount of relevant data. To be able to analyse the customer design preferences of the two service environments, a 
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general model was first designed which could analyse the wishes of a customer in a random service environment. This model 

was applied on the relevant studies of bath airport and shopping centre literature sources. The result yields two structured lists 

of customer desires concerning !heir service environment. Since a rail terminal will have to satisfy bath types of customers 

(passengers and shoppers), the two lists are combined to farm one totaltist of twenty-four relevant design aspectsof the service 

environment of a rail terminal. This list enables us to answer the first research question. 

This list can be considered as toa comprehensive and a 1-to-1 implementation in the design process would nat lead to the 

desired focused design approach this research aims lor. To narrow the focus, professionals were consulled to ascertain the 

value of the design aspect in achieving maximum customer satisfaction in the design process. By introducing a case 'Den 

Dolech Central Rail Terminal' which demonstraled the mounting pressure between the place and node function, two groups of 

professionals were consulled to give their apinion on what design aspects should receive a priority status in the design process 

(e.g. to which aspects financial resources and space should be allocated). The consulled professionals represented two 

industries and were chosen lor their expertise and clear vision on customer satisfaction: the retail industry and the transport 

sector. 

Data collection occurred by means of an online expert survey via a specially developed site: www.theshoppingtenmlnal.com. 

Sixty-four professionals were approached and agreed to participate in the survey. A final response rate of 72% was achieved. 

The data results were used lor a two step analysis. First, the data provided input lor analysing the 'hierarchy in design aspect 

preferences' to achieve customer experience per specific respondent group. This resulted in two rankings of design aspects 

which are visualised in a hierarcbic overview, inspired by the Maslow's pyramid: the bottam design aspects are the most 

essential in generating customer experience. Second, !he interrelations between the scoring of the two expert groups were 

analysed. The two rankings groups gave each design aspect a double secring (passenger score, shopper score) and these 

scorings were combined to develop a 3x3 matrix. In this matrix ('the Priority Matrix') all the twenty-four design aspects were 

divided into six types of design aspects: essential design aspects, strategie design aspects, camman design aspects, dominant 

design aspects, tactic design aspects and perfection design aspects. 

The priority matrix showed very concentraled results along the centre diagonal line. This means that bath professionals valued 

each design aspect fairly the same. In the centre of this line, the largest number of design aspects can be noticed: 10 camman 

design aspects. The priority matrix generaled three essential design aspects: spatial/ogic, wayfinding and state of maintenance. 

These aspects can be considered as most important in creating customer experience at rail terminal. To enhance passenger 

experience on a rail terminal three strategie design aspects (compactness, avai/ability of space and circu/ation) are very 

important. To enhance shopper experience on a rail terminal one strategie design aspects (branding) is of importance. No 

dominant design aspects were measured. This could be regarded as a positive point in the design process since large 

discrepancies between expert rankings could indicate a potential cause tor conflict. Relatively large discrepancies where 

measured at six design aspects: circulation, PA system and acouslics, security environment, sealing facilities, productivity and 

availability of concessions. Statistica! analysis however could only confirm significant relevant discrepancies in the scoring of !he 

first tour aspects. 

Results were used lor practical implications by firstly verifying the experience-based predietors of NPC's Circle of Five©- location 

scan. Twenty-seven of the seventy-five predietors have been verified and several important recommendations to extend the 
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scan have been suggested. Secondly, results trom this study helped NPC professionals to increase the accuracy of their location 

scan by suggesting specific scoring weights per predictor. 
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Samenvatting 
In 2005 deden de NS en Prorail gezamelijk onderzoek naar de tijdsbeleving van treinreizigers in de vervoerketen (Prorail & NS 

2005). Hierbij kwam duidelijk naar voren dat stations in de gehele vervoersketen met betrekking tot de belevingskwaliteit 

ondermaats preseteerden. Een conclusie van de studie was dat een decentrale focus en verschillende, vaak tegenstrijdige 

belangen van de betrokken actoren in het ontwikkelingstraject hier verantwoordelijk voor waren. De NS, een van de meest 

prominente deelnemenrs in dil ontwikkelingstraject is klaar voor een kwalitatieve verandering en verklaarde onlangs in haar 

jaarverslag het doel na te streven om kwalitatief hoogwaardige stations te ontwikkelen welke inspelen op de behoefte van de 

klant (NS 2007). 

Een eindvisie over de kwaliteit is mede door initiatieven als 'NS Regiopoort' en 'NS Wereldstations' reeds geschetst. Waar het 

echter aan ontbreekt is de kennis over een gefundeerde benadering in het ontwerpproces om dit einddoel, een hoogwaardig 

kwalitatief station, te bereiken. Momenteel dient Leiden Centraal als een 1-op-1 test faciliteit om te bekijken hoe een succesvol 

station ontworpen kan worden. Een theoretische onderbouwing kan de hudige praktische benadering van de 

ontwerpproblematiek dan ook ondersteunen. Hierbij richt dit onderzoek zich op een specifiek onderdeel van het stationsgebied: 

de rail terminal. 

Het doel van dit onderzoek is om voor de NS ten eerste antwoord te vinden op de vraag wat de essentiele ontwerpaspecten van 

een rail terminal zijn om in te spelen op de behoeften van de toekomstige stationsgebruiker en ten tweede om antwoord te 

vinden op de vraag welke van deze aspecten een hogere prioriteit in het ontwerptraject dienen te krijgen omzodoende een 

doelgericht ontwerpproces te kunnen doorlopen. Om antwoord op deze vragen te kunnen geven is het onderzoek verdeeld in 

een viertal delen. Hierbij wordt allereest in deel1 een exploratief kwalitatief onderzoek toegepast. In deel twee wordt vervolgens 

een analyse tooi ontworpen en twee diepte literatuurstudies uitgevoerd. Deel drie introduceert naar aanleiding van een case een 

expert survey. Deel vier beschrijft vervolgens de conclusies en doet praktische aanbevelingen door het valideren en verbeteren 

van de NPC 'Circle of Five' tooi welke wordt gebruikt om het ontwerpproces te concentreren en te stroomlijnen. 

Middels een literatuuronderzoek bracht deel 1 de trends in kaart welke van invloed zijn op de vraag van de toekomstige klant en 

dus de functionele eisen van een toekomstige rail terminal. Hierbij kwamen twee dominante trends naar voren: toekomstige 

stations en dus ook de rail terminals zullen meer reizigers moeten gaan verwerken en ze zullen de klant daarnaast ook een 

breed scala aan niet reisgerelateerde diensten moeten gaan aanbieden. Deze trends zijn in hoofdstuk vier vertaald naar 

functionele vereisten waarbij de plaatfunctie en de vervoersfunctie centraal staan. Het resultaat van de trends is een grotere 

druk van beide functies in het ontwerp. Deze druk vraagt om een geintegreerde aanpak van functies: ruimte voor een breed 

uitgemeten ontwerp waarbij de twee hoofdfuncties naast elkaar ontworpen worden kan simpelweg niet meer. Deze integratie in 

ontwerp zal moeten leiden tot een ontwerp waarbij zowel de plaatsfunctie als de vervoersfunctie de klant waarde geeft. Peek 

(2006) geeft hierbij aan dat hierbij twee consumenten bevredigd dienen te worden: de reiziger én de winkelende consument: zij 

vormen de basis van de waardeketen op een station. 

Om te achterhalen wat het beste ontwerpcompromis is om beide klanten te dienen (meest aantrekkelijke consumptie

omgeving), heeft dit onderzoek ervoor gekozen om twee industieën te analyseren waar deze twee klanten zeer nadrukkelijk 

aanwezig zijn en waarbij de ruimtelijke kenmerken overeenkoment met die van een rail terminal. Om de behoeften van de 

reiziger te analyseren is gekozen voor een dieptestudie betreffende de ontwerpwensen van passagiers op luchthavens. Om de 

behoeften van de winkelende consument te analyseren is gekozen voor een dieptestudie betreffende de ontwerpwensen van 
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winkelende klanten in een winkelcentrum. Beide studies kenmerkten zich door de aanwezigheid van een rijke hoeveelheid aan 

relevante data. Om vervolgens de wensen van beide klantgroepen gestructureerd te kunnen analyseren is er allereest een 

model gecontrueerd welke de wensen van een algemene klant in een consumptie-omgeving in kaart kan brengen. Dit model is 

vervolgens toegepast op relevante literatuur bronnen van beide klantgroepen. Het resultaat zijn twee gestructureerde specifieke 

lijsten van klantwensen betreffende het ontwerp van hun service-environment (resp. de luchthaven terminal en het 

wnkelcentrum). Aangezien de rail terminal beide soorten klanten moet behagen zijn de twee lijsten samengevoegd tot één 

totaallijst van vierentwintig relevante ontwerpaspecten van een rail terminal. Deze lijst stelt ons in staat antwoord te geven op de 

eerste onderzoeksvraag. 

De betreffende lijst was zeer omvattend en 1-op-1 toepassing in het ontwerpproces zou niet leiden tot de gewenste 

geconcentreerde ontwerpbenadering welke dit onderzoek nastreeft. Een focus is vervolgens verder aangebracht door the 

analyseren wat het belang van ieder ontwerpacpect was in het creeeren van een maximale klantbeleving. Om hier inzicht hierin 

te krijgen is toenadering tot het bedrijfsleven gezocht. Middels het introduceren van een case, Den Dolech Central Rail Terminal, 

welke de toekomstige druk van de functionele claims nabootste, werden twee groepen professionals benaderd om hun mening 

te geven over welke ontwerpaspecten prioriteit moesten verkrijgen (m.a.w. meer financiele middelen en oppervlakte). De 

prefessionals bestonden uit twee industieen die geacht werden een duidelijke klantgerichte visie hierover te hebben: de retail 

industrie en de transportsector. 

De data werd verzameld met behulp van een online enquete die via de site www.theshoppjoatermjnal.com aan 64 prfessionals 

werd aangeboden. 72% heeft aan de enquete deelgenomen. Vervolgens is gestart met het analyseproces waarbij twee stappen 

te identificeren zijn . Allereerst is de data van de enquête gebruik om de hiërarchie te meten tussen de individuele 

ontwerpaspecten per consumentengroep. Dit heeft geresulteerd in twee specifieke lijsten van ontwerpaspecten (een van de 

retail industrie, een van de transport sector) welke zijn gevisualiseerd middels het toepassen van de Maslow theorie: de basis 

van de pyramide representeerd de meest essentiële ontwerpaspecten om een positieve klantervaing the creëren. De tweede 

stap in het analyseproces onderzocht de relaties tussen het scoringsgedrag van de twee groepen respodenten zelf. leder 

ontwerp aspect is namelijk gewaardeerd door de twee groepen en de resultaten zijn gebruikt om een 3x3 matrix te ontwikkelen. 

In deze prioriteiten matrix, (de Priority Matrix') zijn alle vierentwintig ontwerpaspecten ingedeeld in zes soorten ontwerpaspecten: 

essentiële ontwerp aspecten, strategische ontwerpaspecten, gemeenschappelijke ontwerpaspecten, dominante ontwerp

aspecten, tactische ontwerpaspecten en als laas te perfectie ontwerpaspecten 

De prioriteitenmatrix laat een grote concentratie nabij de diagonale middenas zien. Dit betekent dat de experts van de twee 

verschillende groepen veel ontwerpaspecten hetzelfde waardeerden. Daarnaast kunnen rond het middenpunt van deze lijn ook 

de meeste ontwerpaspecten gevonden worden (1 0 gemeenschappelijke ontwerpaspecten). De prioriteiten matrix laat drie 

essentiele ontwerpaspecten zien: ruimtelijke logica, wegbewijzering en onderhoudsstaat. Deze aspecten kunnen gezien worden 

als meest belangrijke ontwerpaspecten om een positieve beleving te genereren op een rail terminal. Om speficiek in te spelen 

op reizigersbeleving zijn drie strategische ontwerpaspecten van belang: compacte layout, beschikbaarheid van ruimte en een 

goede circulatie. Om specifiek in te kunnen spelen op winkelbeleving is het van belang om branding mee te nemen in het 

ontwerp. Interessant is verder om te constateren dat er geen dominante ontwerpaspecten naar voren komen. Dit kan als positief 

gezien worden aangezien grote discrepanties in de ranking van de experts konden wijzen op een potentieel conflict in het 

ontwerpproces. Er zijn echter wel zes ontwerpaspecten die een relatief grote discrepantie laten zien: circulatie, akoestiek en 
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omroepsystemen, beveiliging, zit faciliteiten, productiviteit en aanbod aan concessies. Een statistische analyse gat hierbij 

significante relevante discrepantie aan bij de eerste vier aspecten. 

De resultaten van de analyse zijn ook gebruikt voor practische doeleinden. Dit is allereest bewerkstelligd door het valideren van 

de meeteenheden van NPC's 'experience based' Schijf van Vijt-locatiescan. Zevenentwintig van de vijfenzeventig meet

eenheden zijn bevestigd en een aantal aanbevelingen voor uitbreiding van het aantal meeteenheden is gedaan. Daarnaast 

kunnen de resultaten van deze studie NPC professionals helpen in het inschatten van het belang van de meet-eenheid bij een 

locatiescan door specifieke weegeenheden per meet-eenheid voor te stellen. 
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Chapter 

Introduetion 

~~ station must be a safe and attractive 

p/ace, an area tor living, working, 

leamlng and recreation" 

AadVeenman 
Preekfent NS 

This chapter introduces three important parts. First the strategie context of this research is introduced. This context 

persuaded me to dive into the complex and challenging world of railway station development. In the second part of 

this chapter NPC, the subsidiary of the NS, the NS itself and NS Poort will be introduced. NPC is the company where 

this research has been conducted from January till November 2008 and NS Poort is the company this research 

advises. At the end of this chapter a reader's guide is introduced which can be used as a guide through the whole 

report. 

1 . Strategie Context 

Ask a person if he knows how the NS makes its money and 'ticket sales' will probably be the answer. Although a 

railway service is a necessary precondition for NS profitability the real money is made somewhere else .. . li's nol just 

the ticket! One could draw a parallel with the aviation industry: the average profit margin of airJiners is about 0-2%. 

The airport industry on the other hand has a general profit margin of about 5% (BCG 2004). Since railway service 

revenues are decreasing (NS 2007) and ticket prices are under state control, the future of a more profitable NS will 

nol be found by merely eperating mllway services. 

The railway station, a potential profit engine 

A railway station is no Jonger a place where trains just halt and passengers transfer. According to Meinhard von 

Gerkan "The Rai/way station has become the nucleus of the city"1.This increase in the role a railway station has in a 

city has resulted in a revolution in railway station functionality. Railway stations do nol only serve passengers; they can 

Rail Station Development Conference November 13'" 2007 I GMP Architeken 
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offer a city much more. According to Kandee (2002), "the stations appear to be more than people-processors. They 

can influence people's lifestyle". 

With more than 1.1 million journeys on the NS networkon a day and the !act that 75% of Dutch inhabitants live in a 5 

Km. radius of a NS railway station (NS 2007), the railway station farms an important element in many people's lives 

and is a crucial element of the many cities' centre. Here, the railway station has not become part of the city's centre, 

but the city centre has become part of the railway station and thus railway stations become destinations at itself. 

Kandee (2002) describes this inlegration as follows: "it is evident that many grand stations in the Unifes States, Great 

Britain, and Japan begin tolook like shopping districts that become taurist attractions". 

For NS, the imparianee of the railway station is also increasing rapidly. Contrary to the revenues on rail services, 

which do not show poten ti al growth, its own hub development company NS Poort realised an increase of 11% in 

revenues in 20072
. Servex, the NS Poort retail daughter increased its safes from 150 Million Euro's in 2002, to 255 

Million Euro's in 2006. Retail revenues in 2008 are projeeled to surpass 300 Million Euro's3! Railway station 

development clearly pays otf and shows great potential lor future business. 

Concession aheadl 

Due to European privatisation regulations, the NS Railway Group has the right to operate the main railway system till 

2015. Then, new operators can join !he bid lor !he new concession and rail operators like Arriva, Syntus, Connexxion, 

DB, SNCF and Veolia can acquire !he exclusive right to operate the main rail network from 2015. Although the NS has 

developed a clear strategy to acquire the new concession, it also has to !hink about a future without passenger 

services on nationallines. In this scenario, the development of railway station areas could very well become one of the 

main activities of !he NS company. The recent NS reorganization anticipates on this scenario by making a clear 

division between four operating fields: passenger service (NSR), Fleet managementand Maintenance (NedTrain), hub 

development and operation (NS Poort) and rail infrastructure and construction (Strukton). By dividing !he NS group in 

four clear business units, one unit (e.g. NS Poort) can operate individually. lf !he NS wants to survive the scenario 

where they lose the bid, a clear focus on hub development (railway stations) is expected. 

Current sltuation 

The Dutch railway stations are currently in a very 

turbulent business environment where customer 

demands are changing rapidly. According to 

newspaper DAG "We spend more time on dining, 

shopping leisure activities at railway stations.4
". lf NS 

wants to be a successful railway station developer, it 

will have to specialise in designing high quality 

railway stations to facilitate these new activities. 

lloaltlma 
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Rgure 1-31 Experience of time and quality perception (NS 2005) 

Revenue lor the Hub Development and Operation segment increased by € 57 million, or 11%, to € 588 million. This rise was 
largely due to improved retail and hospitality sector revenue at stations. Revenue from the rental, sale and development of property 
was also up. Source: NS Annual Report 2007 
Source: www.foodexoress.!nfo. accessed on November 1511l 2008 
Newspaper DAG Monday September 811l, 2008 
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The quality standard of a railway station is important because. as with any building, a railway station can influence a 

person in his decision making process. As Kotier mentions. this influential power can be quite dominant: "in some 

cases the place, more specifically the atmosphere of the place, is more influential; than the product itself in the 

purchase decision" (Kotler 1973). 

·~llme' 

2x 

Dutch railway station customers however do nol 

value railway station that well. The appearance of 

Dutch railway stations does not meet the standards 

a passenger expects. A study on customer 

perception of time spent during the whole train 

journey, valued the time spent on railway stations as 

three times the real time and also value it the least 

interesting part of the whole journey (Figure 1-1 and 

1-2). 1-tguru I i Experience of lime and quality perception (NS 2005) 

This is particularly concerning when one considers the tact that the time spent on railway station is responsible tor 

nearly a quarter of the total appreciation of the whole train service (Figure 1-3). The importance of a well designed 

railways station is evident and in order to attract future customers, railway station quality will have to rise. 

Customer perception of quality journey • train jm.rr.ey (41 %) 

• Railway station 12.}%] 

Transport tollrom railway 
station (21 %) 

Other(13%) 

FlgurA 1-3 I Customer perception of the quality of their railway journey (NS 2005) 

The NS is aware of the outdated quality her railway stations offer and is taking action. lncreasingly, the focus within 

the NS organization is aimed at satisfying customer desires. As van Balken (NS) mentions in NS Toekomstvisie: 

"Customers are key in success" (NS 2006-1). Several research initiatives on customer desires have already been 

conducted, including on by Mark van Hagen (2003). In this study the desires of the railway passengers have been 

thoroughly analyzed. This resulted in the definition of several conditions which are essential in satisfying these NS 

customer des'ires: 'the customer desire pyramid '. Appendix 1 demonstrales the model in more detail. Peek (2006) 

describers "the customer desire pyramid" of Van Hagen tor railway passengers on railway stations as follows: 

"The base of this pyramid consists of the basic requirements of safety and reliability, which cover half of the valvation 

of the performance (safety is an absolute prerequisite). In a society characterized by a shortage of time (de Ridder. 

2006) speed is a primary demand of customers. When the requirement tor a tast and efficient transfer is met, the 

customer's secondary wish is that the transport is easy, i.e. straightforward and without a lot of inconvenience. In 

addition, customers expect a certain degree of comfort at the station. Gavered waiting rooms and shelters and other 
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amenities need to be provided to passengers. Finally, the journey should be a pleasant experience Visual features 

such as the architectural/ayout, the colours and materials used, (day) light and transparency determine the ambience 

and affect the overall customer's experience". 

The challenge lor the NS today is to oHer a comfortable and pleasant experience at railway stations. The design of the 

railways stations can play a very important role and knowledge about the design elements, which can stimulate a 

positive customer perception of the railway station quality, is relevant. This study focuses on assisting NS Poort to 

acquire knowledge about the design principles of high quality railway stations. 

1 . 2 Business profiles 

The NS Railway group is a very complex and extensive organization. 1t is nat merely a railway company that operales 

the Dutch main rail network. The NS Group serves many foreign markets in railway station operation and consultancy 

and, as this sub paragraph will show, has many diHerent business units. After a short summary of the NS Group and 

NS Poort, NPC is introduced: a consultancy and project management firm where knowledge is the most valuable 

asset. 

1.2.1 NS at a glance 

Every day NS handles 4,700 trains in the Netherlands over a heavily-used rail network. lihe company manages 379 

Dutch railway stations and develops public transport hubs. Every day, more than 230,000 people buy something in 

one of its shops or hospitality outlets. Working with partners in Germany, Belgium and France, NS also transports 

passengers to major European cities. Besides oHering services to Dutch passengers, the NS and its partner Serco also 

provide transport in Great Britain in the Liverpool area (Merseyrail) and in northern England (Northern Rail), carrying in 

total 330,000 passengers a day via 500 stations. 

The sole shareholder of the NS Group is the Dutch State. Since 2005, the role of the company shareholder has been 

lultilled by the Ministry of Finance. NS Group's actlvities are divided into the following tour segments: Passenger 

Services, Fleet Management & maintenance, Hub Development & Operation, and Rail lnfrastructure & Construction. 

These segments consist of one or more business units, each of which is run by a team of directors. Appendix 2 shows 

!he organizational chart of the NS Group. NS operales in three segments: passenger services, hub development and 

operation, and rail infrastructure & construction. Within the passenger services segment, NS Reizigers is responsible 

lor transport operations in the Netherlands and the associated sales and service activities. Nedtrain handles the 

maintenance of the trains in the Netherlands. NS Hispeed is responsible tor cross-border passenger services, to which 

will soon be added the responsibility tor high speed services in the Netherlands. NS subsidiary NedRailways handles 

rail passenger services abroad. In the hub development segment, NS Poort handles the management and commercial 

operation of the Dutch stations and the developments around these stations. The rail infrastructure & construction 

segment is handled by the NS subsidiary Strukton, a leading company in the rail construction and maintenance 

market (NS 2007). 
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1.2.2 NS Poort 

NS Poort aims to develop, operate and manage stations and the areas around stations, thus creating pleasant, lively 

and sustainable locallons where people enjoy passing the time, living, shopping and working and where businesses 

are anxious to establish offices. NS Poort will either carry out the operations ltself or direct those operations. The goal 

is to ereale added value for a wide range of customers: passengers and passers-by who make use of the station, the 

trains and other farms of transport; shoppers; and those buying or renting property. NS Poort handles these 

operations in such a way that it contributes to the strengthening of rail travel's competitive position. 

NS Poort has live subsidiaries: Servex, NS Fiets, Passenger Terminal Amsterdam, NPC and OV-fiets. NS Poort 

operations can be divided into tour core business activities: Development, Hospitality/retail and associated chain 

operation, Operational property management and Asset management (NS Poort 20085
). Appendix 3 shows the 

organizational chart of NS Poort. Mo~e information about NS Poort and NS business performance is provided by 

Appendix 4. 

1.2.3 NPC 

NPC is the in-house project consultant of the NS (formally known as NS ProjectConsult) and advises and supports the 

NS on many operational, tactic and strategie levels. NPC has five offices: the head office in Utrecht and tour regional 

offices in Amsterdam, Eindhoven, Rotterdam and Zwolle. At Utrecht, the head office is divided in two separate 

departments: 'Consultancy' and 'Expert centre'. 

NPC speelallzes in the development of (semi) public spaces, in the field of logistics and mobility, safety and security 

experience, housing and real estate. This research is written lor the Gonsuiting department of NPC. Figure 1-4 shows 

the Matrix organizational chart of NPC. Three kinds of departments can thus be recognised: Regional offices, 

Consultancy and Expert Centre. Three operational fieldscan be distinguished: 

1. Consultancy concerning hub development 

2. Project management 

3. Project realization 

NPC defined a 3x3 matrix where the operational fields are linked to the actlvities of the departments: 

Source: w.w.nsoood.nl Accessed on November 51
h 2008 
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Worl!fisö 

Coosullarl:Y 

Management 

A!tiice 

c Gmaön, head afti:e 
R Reglooai!ÖB 
E Expert c:eme. head cifica 

Project Management Project raalrsation 

Fig11ra 1-4 I Matrix organizational chart NPC (Van der Heijden, 2006) 

NPC consulting activities concern inlegral business cases, inlegral contracts and agreements, inlegral list of 

requirements, design and advice supervision and a location scan, called the circle of live (NPC 2008~. NPC does not 

only manage NS and Prorail related projects. lts knowledge on semi public places like railway stations can also be 

applied abroad (South Africa and Sweden) and outside the traditional railway business (public places in healthcare: 

hospitals). 

Source: YfflW.Ooc.eu Accessed on October 261h. 
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1 . 3 Reading guide 

This research consists of tour main parts (Figure 1-

5). Part one introduces trends which impact the 

future demands a rail terminal will have to satisfy. 

These trends will result in new functions at railway 

stations, the second chapter of Part one discusses 

this topic. 

Part two concerns itself about Customer Design 

Preferences. In tlile first chapter a general model 

tor analysing customer preferences in service 

environment design is designed. This model is 

used in chapter six to analyse de design aspects of 

passengers at airports and customers at shopping 

centres. This analysis results in a detailed overview 

of design preferences of future rail terminal 

customers. 

Part three introduces a focus on the design 

preferences. By consulting an expert panel, design Fig 11e 1-o:: I Reading guide 

aspects are ranked and are divided into different 

priority groups. 

Part tour answers the two research questions and 

provides several practical implications. In the 

second chapter a discussion and personal reileetion 

is provided. The Appendices can be found in the 

supplementary document. 
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Chapter 

The Research 

Railway stations can be viewed 

trom many perspectives. Key is use 

the appropriate one. 

Johannes ZOndag 
Protall 

This chapter introduces the basic principles of the research, conducted at NPC. Paragraph 2.1 will discuss the design of the 

research. First, the main problem this research will be addresses. This res ~ lts in a two folded research objective with two main 

research questions. Paragraph 2.2 introduced relevant definitions of concepts. Every main concept wilt be briefly discussed to 

clarify the scope of the research. To demonsirale this research' relevancy, paragraph 2.3 finally elaborates about the social, 

business related and scientific motives to conduct this research. 

2. 1 Research design 

This paragraph discusses the design of the research. In the beginning of the research process, in February 2008, a 

research proposal has been designed. This research proposal contains a general research approach. As more 

knowledge accumulated, the document has been adjusted and has eventually transformed into this paragraph. 

2.1.1 Research problem 

As the introduetion figures 1-2 and 1-3 show, current Dutch railway stations hardly satisfy the needs of contemporary 

railway station users. The causes are due to the fact that Dutch railway stations were originally designed to support 

one function: facilitating the passenger in transferring between different transportation modes. Over the years, new 

functions were introduced, resulting in an unstructured and indistinct situation. The current state of Dutch railway 

stations therefore offers great opportunities lor improvement: future trends can be utilised to win back the rail 

passenger. In doing so, the railway station will have to service more functions than its sole original transferring role: 

railway stations w111 have to give its customers what they want. 
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This requires a new focus on the design process. lf NS wants to take advantage of the upcoming trends. railway 

stations have to fundamentally change in design. Nol anticipating on the shifting demands of railway station 

passengers could have a severe impact on future NS profitability. As the introduetion illustrated, railway stations play 

an important role in the total perception of journey quality of a railway passenger. Low appreciation of railway stations 

will result in fewer passengers willing to pay tor a train ticket (since alternatives are more attractive) and less people 

will spend time at the railway station tor non-travel related activities. 

This poses a specific challenge tor the NS, since they also operate the commercial activities on railway stations. NS 

has clearly staled that it wants to develop railway stations which provide a more attractive environment tor travelling 

and spending time (NS 2007). The problem during the redevelopment process is however that many stakeholders are 

involved and no clear leadership tunetion is delined. A Prorail and NS 2005 study describes the situation as follows: 

The co-operation between the many stakeholders at a rallway station Is aften a sluggish process. Sl1ort term 

commercial stakes and long term management plans can collide. A lack in a central approach to rallway station 

design and a focus on sobemess and profitable exploitation has lead to a shredded image of the railway station. (NS 

2005)) 

This almast inevitably ereales a complicated situation regarding the design of the railway station. Every stakeholder 

pursues its own goals and this could result in a very indistinct situation where a sub-optima! level of design quality. 

The NS is one of the main stakeholders in the design process of a railway station and has a strong ambition to ereale 

more attractive railway stations. Although !heir vision about a high quality railway station is quite clear, knowledge 

about the specific crucial elements in the design which make a railway station more valued are rather limit ed. In order 

to develop a focussed design we have to develop more insight in design elements which the end-user of a railway 

station values. By taking their preferences as a starting point, the focus is clear and personal stakeholder agenda's 

are eliminated. This research focuses on a specific element of the railway station, the rail terminal. This main research 

object wil i be defined in paragraph 2 'Definition of concepts'. 

Concluding the following definition of the research problem can be defined: 

Lack of know/edge on design requlrements of an attractlve rail terminaland focus In the design process have resu/ted 

in a sub optima/ quality ral/ terminal environment at Dutch rallway stations which dlssatfsffes contemporary and 

potentlal rallway station customers. 

2.1 . 2 Research objective 

Since the appreciation of the time spent on railway stations is low, the NS, a major stakeholder in the development 

process of a railway station, wants to develop detailed insights in ways to enhance the customer perception at the 

railway station. This research therefore focuses on the requirements of a successful rail terminal design which can 

satisfy the expected customer needs at future railway stations. The objective of this research is two folded: 
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The flrst objecüve Is to develop fnsfght In the design criteria of the rail terminal, wh/eh ars requtred to salisfy the 

future raflway statton customer. The second ob}ective is to make recommendations on wh/eh design criteria have to 
be prsferred In the design process to enabte a focussed efflcient design process. 

2, 1.3 Research questions 

In order to develop detailed insight to achleve the research objective and make recommendations for the design 

process, this research defines two central research questions. The main research questions arise trom the research 

objectives and can be farmuialed as follows: 

What design aspects of future ral/ terminals are essential in order to satisfy the dernands of futllre railway 

station customers? 

The first main research questions can be unravelled by formulating the following sub questions: 

1. Who is the future rail terminal customer? (Part 1) 

2. What does this customer value in rail terminal design? (Part 2) 

2 What design aspects of future raJJ termlnals 5/Jou/d be preterred in the design process? 

The second main research question wi lll be answered in Part 3. 

2.1.4 Research approach 

To be able to answer the research questions, this report consists four parts. Each part consistsof several chapters. 

Part one will use an explorative qualilalive stud~. Relevant information, needed to perfarm this study is will be 

acquired by an extensive desk research. The libraries of Eindhoven university ol Technology, Delft University of 

Technology an NPC provide the initial basic information. Part one answers tlle first sub question of the first main 

research question. 

In part two, an in-depth study on three specific topics will be performed. Internet databases (Springerlink, 

ScienceDirect, Taylor & Francis, Scopus and J-store) will provide the relevant studies, needed to support a in depth 

study. University libraries will also be consulled in this part. The three in-depth studies will result in the answering of 

sub question two. 

Part three will uses an expert survey to focus the design aspects. An expert panel will be consulled via an internet site 

to ascertain information, needed to prioritise the design aspect list. This information will then be processed by SPSS 

and the results can give us an answer to the second main research question. 

Part four will present the overall results. First the two research questions will be answered, and second, relevant 

recommendations will be made. The recommendations will concern NPC's Circle of Five©. 
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2 . 2 Definition of concepts 

The multi-interpretable character of many concepts involved in this research requires tor a clear definition of terms. 

First, the definition of the main object of this research is defined: the rail terminal. Second we will discuss the railway 

station customer and finally, the main stakeholders in the design process are introduced. This research is relevant to 

them all. 

2.2.1 The rail terminal 

Like airports, railways stations are building complexes with many different areas in several large spaces (Edwards 

1990). In defining the boundaries of the rail terminal we can use an intra-extra terminal approach: intra-terminal is 

included in the rail terminal area and extra-terminal is not included. The boundaries of the intra-terminal space, or rail 

terminal are defined by several spaces. These spaces have different owners. First there is the public area outside the 

railway station. This, usually square-type, space in front of the terminal is aften property of the local municipality (A). 

Although the interaction between terminal and public space in front of the terminal is important, it is not considered in 

this research. The second extra-terminal areas are the railway platforms (B). The platforms are property of Prorail and 

reaching them requires a level change. The third extra terminal spaces surrounding the rail terminal area are the 

adjacent reai-estate buildings (offices and housing) (C). The offices and housing units do not necessarily depend on 

the rail terminal and have other entrances. Figure 2-1 shows the rail terminal. 

The rail terminal 

Flgure 2-1 I The rail terminal 

This research considers the service environment of a rail terminal. Bitner (1992) relers to service environments as a 

'servicescape' and describes it as a place where customers are subjeeled to "the effect of atmospherics, or physical 

design and decor elements. lt includes all the objective factors controllable by the service provider that facilitate 

customer actions during the service encounter and enhance their overall service quality perception". Turley and 

Milliman (2000) reler to servicescapes as facility-based environmental cues, or "atmospherics", 
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This Bitner's definition of a servicescape is leading in this research. The service environment can be very powerlul 

since research suggests that "the physical setting may influence the customer's ultimate satisfaction with the service" 

(Harrel & Hutt 1976 and Anderson 1980). 

Servlee envtronment: 
physical design and decor elements. lt includes all the objective factors COfii!OIIable by the servlee provider 

that facilltate customer actions durlng lhe servlee encounter and Impacts the overall servlee quaJ/ty perception 

Once we have staled the boundaries of the rail terminal and the definition of the service environment, it is important to 

know what activities are present inside this rail terminal. According to research by van Hagen and Peek (2001) on 

customer experience, rail terminals can be divided into two different areas, a 'tast-area' and a 'slow' area. Appendix 5 

defines these areas. In short the tast area is transfer related and is the area at a rail terminal where passengers 

transfer trom different transport modalities. The slow area is the area at a rail terminal where the focus is less travel 

related and passengers are more open to experience related factors of the mil termina ~. like terminal ambience. The 

passenger switches trom 'stress-mode' to a more 'relaxed-mode' (NS 2003). Here a more commercial program is 

available to spend time. 

The NS also developed a design vision ("NS Vision stations" NS 2006-2), in which the two areas of a rail terminal are 

divided into three basic functional domains: the entrance domain, the lodging domain and the travel domain. Appendix 

6 elaborates about these functional domains. The ra il terminal in this research entails the entree domain and the 

accommodation domain: 

The Entrance Domaln: This domain is the first domain a potential railway passenger will experience. This domain 

consists of three basic activities. Orientating on the location of the trains, services or shopping areas (1 ). Acquiring 

information about the railway services (2) and last, navigating,: defining the most effective route to the destination (3) 

This domain had a dominant logistical function. 

The Lcdging Domaln: This domain has a primary task to make the staying of the railway passenger on the railway 

station more pleasant. The Lodging domain gives the time spend on railway stations a useful function. This area can 

be indicated as the main commercial space of the railway station with retail, banking facilities and (social) meeting 

places. 

The rail terminals in this research can be found at large and very large railway stations. In lhe Netherlands, a total of 

386 railway stations are used by the NS and tour other smal! transport companies7
. Between these railway stations, 

many ditterences occur. The NS identified 13 identification criteria to divid'e the 386 railway stations into six 

categories (Oe Bruyn en van Hagen, 2002). The six typologies are as follows: 

Arriva, Syntus, Connexxion and Veolia. Source: www.prorail.nl. Accessed on November 5th 2008 
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Type f)esctiptlon Rail stations In N.. ~ of al rsllway ~of pax. 

stationS f711J'ifJfTJ6(1(S 

Very large railway station In centra of large city 5 1% 23% 
2 Large rallway station In centre medium large city e.g. 29 8% 32% 
3 Suburb Railway Station with node lunetion 10 3% 8% 
4 Rallway Stalion naar centre smalt station 140 39% 23% 
5 Suburban Rallway Station without node lunetion n 21% 9% 
6 Railway Stalion In rural area near smalt village 102 28% 5% 

Tabla 2-1 I Six typologies of railway station size. Souree Bepaling Stationstypes' (NS 2002) 

As mentioned, the 'top two' railway stations can be considered as the most valuable railway station lor the NS. Th is is 

lor two reasons: First, they serve the largest amount of passengers, resulting in considerable ticket income (together, 

Type 1 and Type 2 produce 55% of the total Dutch passenger volume). Second, they are also the most interesting 

places lor commercial activities (direct retail sales and rents). 11 is at these railway stations where the needs of future 

terminal customer have to be met: they can generale substantial revenues lortheNS Company. 

2.2.2 Rail terminal customers 

Railway stations provide a service to many different parties: transport companies, retailers, offices, gaveromental 

institutions and to consumers of services (Edwards, 1998). The most essential customers at railway station are the 

consumers of transport and retail services (Ross 2000. Peek 2003). The value chain begins with their decision to 

consume a service. These consumers are mainly railway passengers. Although city residents also use the railway 

station lor various non-transport related services and as a passage to other city districts, their numbers are 

considered insignificant. The railway station passenger, and more specially the rail terminal customer farms lhe 

primary customer in this research and the customer's perception of the service environment is leading. 

2.2.3 Relevant stakeholders in the design process 

Railway station development in the Netherlands has a lew unique characterizations. First the high intensified railway 

network and urban fabric makes railway station development on of the most complex and difficult farms of urban 

developmentB. Second, many actars are involved during the development process and third, there is no true owner of 

the project. In making decisions during de design phase of development the last two items are particularly relevant 

and can responsible lor many discussions and delays. Since many actars are involved with each its own interests, and 

no clear project owner, an overall research on the focus of the design can thus be useful. This research focuses on 

the ability of the rail terminal to serve its customers, which is eventually the overall target of all terminal stakeholders, 

The following stakeholders are relevant in the design process and can benefit trom the knowledge that is acquired in 

this research. 

The Ministry of Transport Publlc wor1<s and Water Management (Minlstry of V&W): The Ministry of V&W focuses its 

policy on national infrastructure, mobility and transport. lts plans and projects are ascertained in so-called MIT's 

(multiple year program infrastructure and transport.). The main goals of V&W are to proteet the Netherlands against 

water and to ensure secure connections of international quality. Accordingly, the minisiry's mission statement is: 

reliable with water, progressive in connections. 

The metaphor "Building on a post stamp" has aften been used, relerring tothesmalt building parcel usually available in inner-city 

redevelopment projects (BAM 2006). 
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Prorall: The ministry of V&W executes its policy via ProraiL Prorail is part ol the Ministry and owner of the railway 

tracks and railway station platforms in the Netherlands. Prorail has devoted itself to deliver sufficient capacity, 

reliability and safety on the railway network9. Prorail is the process manager in Dutch railway station developments 

and maintains the Dutch railway network. In the design process of a railway station, Prorail defines the basic elements 

of a railway station, finances this development and ensures maintenance as well (in co-operation with NS). 

Local Munlclpalltles: Railway stations and local municipalities are closely related. Besides the tact that railway stations 

can have a large impact on the city's image, local municipalities usually own many grounds around the rail terminal 

{e.g. the adjacent square). The municipality is responsible lor local traffic and transport policy is often the initiator of 

inner-city urban development projects. Since it has different ways to acquire financial means lor railway station 

development {e.g. own taxes, financial resources of the Dutch government) they can be considered as an important 

stakeholder in the redevelopment process. 

The Dutch railway Company NS: The NS provides the main passenger rail service in the Netherlands. Daily, 1.1. Million 

passengers use the services of the NS. As the introduetion already mentioned, NS has lom main business units: 'NS 

passenger transport', Rolling stock management & Maintenance {NedTrain), 'Hub development and operations' (NS 

Poort) and 'Railintra and construction' 

NS Poort operales all the 386 railway stations in the Netherlands and is a major player in the retail industry. lts core 

activities consist of investment management {assent management), urban development, operational reai-estate 

management and retail exploitation. lt develops real estale on the railway station itself or in the direct vicinity. 

Revenues generaled by NS Poort are relayed back to the core business of rail transportation. The retail part of NS 

Poort is called Servex which has numerous retail formulas such as AH to-go, Kiosk and Swirls. lts turnover have has 

grown spectacular trom 150 MlO in 2002 to 300MIO in 2007 {Retailtrends, 2007). According to Jan Kooiker 

{Ma naging Di rector Servex), "Servex expects to increase her turnover with tens of millions euro's" 10 and the future role 

of Servex is {considering the stakes) likely to increase. 

2 . 3 Motivation 

The motivation to conduct this research on terminal design is threefold: 

2.3.1 Social relevanee 

10 

First, there is a social relevanee to unravel factors that satisfy the needs of passengers. As mentioned in the 

introduetion railway stations hold a prominent location in the city centre {Kandee,2002). More than a million public 

transport customers use a railway station on a daily basis. 1.1 million of them are railway customers {NS 2007). Many 

people work on or nearby railway stations and because of its central location and many city residents live nearby the 

railway stations. This important and extremely valuable location in the Dutch society however does not show its 

potential value. Reality shows a place where urban life is hardly or partially possible. lt looks like the original design of 

W)WI.pmml!.nl Accessed on 5th Nov. 2008 
JWffl.foodexores.lnlo: Servex: 'Groeitrend zet de komende jaren door' Accessed on 6th Nov. 2008 
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the railway station district mainly focuses on facilitating the arriving and departing railway trains. nat on serving it's 

customers. A more technica! approach is used here. A new customer focused approach to railway station design is 

desired which can positively inftuence the livesof millions of people. 

2.3.2 Business relevanee 

Second, trom a businesslike perspective, it is relevant to conduct research on customer design requirements. The NS 

is interested in ways to effectively increase the quality of time spend on railway stations. NS Research (NS 2005) 

indicates that the railway station itself is highly important in the customer's perception of the overall quality of the 

whole transport chain. A higher consumer rating on railway station quality influences the decision making process 

when choosing a transport mode. A railway station that offers a high level of quality to its customers is likely to attract 

more passengers. lnsight in the design aspects of a successful service environment at railway stations is therefore 

essential in NS strategy to achieve the prospected rate of annual passenger growth of 3% (NS Annual Report 2007) 

and increase its retail revenues. 

Furthermore, the development of the Dutch High Speed Link 11 (HSL) offers opportunities tor the NS to expand 

business. All of the top six railways station in the Netherlands will be redeveloped and a more airport terminal like 

design will be applied on Amsterdam Zuid, Breda, Rotterdam, Arnhem, Oen Haag and Utrecht Centraal. A new design 

concept will also be applied: NS Wereldstations12
• This is a retail concept where commerce and transfer are 

intensively combined. Leiden Central Station will be a real time, 1 to 1 test case of this new vision. The testing is in a 

premature phase and Leiden can be considered a trial and error test-case facility to verify successful design aspects. 

Research is therefore welcome on the complex inlegration process of multiple functions in railway station design. 

2.3.3 Scientlfic relevanee 

11 

12 

Finally, there is a scientific relevanee to conduct this research. Liltie evidence is found on the existence of research 

which combines the commercial and transfer lunetion in designing a railway station. A small amount of research 

(Bertolini & Spit 1998 and Peek 2006) give however some guidance. Regarding terminal design, much information is 

available on airport terminal design (Fodness & Murray 2007, Correia et al. 2007, Barros et al. 2007, Rhoades et al. 

2000, Lemer 1992). From a commercial perspeelive several important literature resources are available to ascertain 

shopper's perception on shopping centre quality (Verbunt 2005, Dirks & Janssen 2003, Ng 2003, Turley & Milliman 

2000, Bell 1999, McGoldrick 1992). The combination of these two specific fields of research can add valuable 

knowledge about the design criteria of a successful service environment and help professionals to design better. more 

convenient, high performance railterminals 

High Speed Link: Hoge Snelheids Lijn 
NS Wereldstations: The NS have developed generic a retail concept lor six major railway stations. Leiden Centraal is currently a test 
case. In this retail-concept, live 'experience' worlds are defined. See Appendix 8 lor a briefdescription about the concept. 
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Part one. 
Future functions 
The rail terminal of tomorrow will have to satisfy different customer needs. Th is chapter 

analyses trends which will impact custorner dernand and projects these trends on rail 

terminal functionality. First a brief introduetion is given on the history of railway station 

functionality. lt explains the design of current railway stations and ends with the focus of 

future rail terminal design. Second, major trends are introduced which will have an 

important impact on the desires of tornarrow's custorners. 

The second chapter introduces relevant theory on railway station functionality and 

illustrates the great potential of a new rail terminal functionality. 
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Chapter 

Trends 

11My interest is in the future 

because I am going to spend 

the rest of my lffe there'~ 

Charles F. Kettering 
Aoiër1Can engineer, 1nventor of thfr eleclrlc startsr, 1876-1958 

To understand the contemporary state of railway station designs, a short •introductive summary of the history of railway station 

development in the Netherlands is given (§3.1 ). Second, paragraph two describes relevant major trends which wil I impact rail 

terminal designs of tomorrow. 

A brief orientation 

Railway stations have been developed over the years lor various reasons. This paragraph briefly introduces three 

centuries of Dutch railway station development. Each century has its own specific reasans (or rejections) to invest in 

the quality of railway station design. At the end of the paragraph, the 21 51 century vision is stated, and farms a red line 

though this thesis. 

3.1.1 19th century: Means of competition 

In the early days of the Dutch railway station development (1839), the first railway operators De Hollandse IJzeren 

Spoorweg-Maatschappij (HIJSN), and the Nederlandscha Rhijnspoorweg-Maatschappij (NRS) viewed railway stations 

as a means of competition (Douma 1998). The main purpose of developing the imposing 'royal' red-brick creations 

was to underline solidarity, reliability and comfort of rail transportation. The large investments in railway station design 

however didn't last long. After tieree competition, which almast resulted in the bankruptcy of bath operators, a law 

was passed in 1863 that created a fund lor constructing all rail infrastructure. During the next 20 years, standardized 

Calvinistic architecture, designed by Dutch public works engineers was the result. 
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From the 1880's a strong growth in railway use could be noticed. Railway transportation encountered linie 

competition trom other farms of transport and railway operating became a very prolilabie business. The two largest 

railway operators in 1885, The HIJSM and the 'Staatsspoor' continued to invest in their railway stations. The results 

are impressive: Amsterdam Central Station (1889), Groningen (1893) by the Staatsspoor and Den Haag Holland Spoor 

(1893) and Haarlem (1908) by the HIJSM: The world could now see how prolilabie the railway business was 

3.1 .2 20th century: National policy 

Alter two decades of prosperity, the 1920's introduced ditticuit times lor railway transportation. The tieree competition 

of a new modality, the car, and the eccentric location of railway stations created a harsh elimate to operate in a 

financial feasible way. The two main operators, Staatsspoor and HIJSM, tried to work in partnerships which eventually 

resulted in the "NV Nederlandse Spoorwegen" (the current NS Railway Group). 

During the 1930's, the economie malaise created many restrictions in the development of railway stations. Only a lew 

stations were developed, being employment projects (Amsterdam Muiderpoort, Amsterdam Amstel1938-1939). The 

Second World War, which shortly followed, resulted in the destruction of many of the railway stations, creating a great 

redevelopment challenge (Douma 1998). 

This specific redevelopment challenge, the reconstruction of a new railway infrastructure, including railway stations, 

received priority status. A logic choice, since a solid infrastructure was crucial for enhancing economie growth 

(Banister 2001, Priemus et al 2001). This resulted in an impulse in railway station design and development. The new 

railway stations gat a monumental quality since the vision of the NS was that the stations were the representation of 

the company (Douma 1998). 'But alter the climax of Tilburg (1965, see ligure 3-1 }, the situation changed dramatically 

for the NS. The Dutch coal mines in Limburg closed (which cancelled a highly prolilabie business) and transportation 

by rail again endured tieree competition of the car (and truck). 

Figure 3-1 I the impressive structure of Tilburg railway station 

The consequences lor railway station development were two-folded. First, sober architecture was applied. Minimal 

investment resulted in railway stations with very low level of experience. The second consequence was the first steps 

in 'a joint development' in railway station development. Both Den Haag Central Station and Utrecht Central Station are 

railway stations with a large secondary lunetion (or should one say primary) are the result. Nol everybody was 

enthusiastic about this movement. Tosome it highlighted "the downlalt of Dutch railway station Architecture" (Douma 
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1998). However, in the 1980's the NS reeavered and more financial means were available lor railway station design. 

This resulted in a new growth in railway station developments. The privatization of the Dutch railway company shortly 

foliowed in 1995. The next paragraph will discuss the topic thoroughly. 

3.1 .3 21 st century: Cu stomer experience 

13 

14 

The privatization of the NS in 1995 was a very important moment regarding the development of railway stations: it 

created more treedom to focus on the tunetion of railway station design (Hoedjes 2006). Railway stations didn't have 

to be a costly transport node, it could also be a place where additional value could be oftered to passengers and value 

could be captured. Just like the aviation industry, the 'landing zones' of trains could be very prolilabie lor the NS. In 

short a summary of the privatization agreement with special attention to railway station development is given in 

Appendix 7. Two clear and relevant examples of this new generation of railway station design are the 'NS 

Wereldstations' and 'RegioPoort' (Regional hubs). 

NS Wereldstations I The World stations wil/ be developed at the six National Key Projects' 3 (Breda, Utrecht, 

Amsterdam South, Rotterdam, Den Haag and Arnhem). Currently, Leiden Central station is appointed as a test facility. 

The railway stations wil/ have a different design and program than standard NS-stations have. All these railway 

stations are places where international trains like the ICE and the Thalys will halt and therefore a more international 

appearance is chosen. "The railway stations wil/ receive the appearance of an international airport. Passengers and 

other consumers wil/ be able to shop and spend quality time (dining, events and entertainment) at railway stations and 

even residential functions are possible14
} . An inlegral part of the new station design wil/ be the realization different 

'worlds' where shops, housing, cultural facilities and offices are all integrated. The shell of the railway station wil/ 

become an attractive destination, by itself. 

NS Regional Hubs I The 'Regional Hub' concept is currently under development. In the near future, the NS is willing to 

invest 2 bil/ion Euros in projects to develop special regional railway stations. The purpose of the project is to alleviate 

the congesled Randstad urban region of cars by introducing hubs where car users can transfer to rail transport as 

means of entering the congesled Randstad urban region, and so saving valuable time. With high frequency, last 

railway connections to large railway stations and an alternative program (Child day care, shopping and car 

maintanance) the 'Regional Ports' will offer car users a new comfortable way of transport in the future. Railway station 

Veendendaal is currently the first test station and according to Bert Meerstadt of NS the test is a/ready a great 

success with 50 percent more railway users. 

These new NS development initiatives are boosled by socio-economical trends. Paragraph four will address these 

trends. 

New Key Projects: projects lor the development of large high speed railways stations in the Nederlands. The high speed rail 
connecting wil/ conneet from north to south (Amsterdam - Breda) and West to East (Utrecht, Arnhem). The purpose of the New Key 
Projects is to enhance the economy in and around the rail station and to strive for a international and national attractive place for 
work, living and recreation (source www.vrom.ni). 
Source: www.ns.nl. Accessed on August 151h 2008 
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3. 2 Major trends in Dutch the railway industry 

Dutch railway company NS faces a highly turbulent but interesting future. Several trends indicate that the difficulties 

following the years after the privatization are history and that the odds are in favour of the rail transportation industry. 

This ereales opportunities to develop new high quality railway stations. This paragraph discusses these trends. First, 

the main trends which increase the popularity of railway transport are introduced. These trends will have an impact on 

the amount of potential new passengers railway stations will have to cape with . Second, the trends in consumer 

behaviour are briefly studied. Together, the first and second paragraph illustrate a window of opportunity tor new 

attractive high quality Dutch railway stations. 

3.2.1 Trend 1: Expected growth in potential passengers 

15 

Recent NS figures show a 3 to 5 percent growth in passenger movements over the last two years (NS 2007-1). This 

percentage is impressive but can even be higher. Future growth in passenger volume can be slimuialed by two 

important developments: passengers are oftered a better value offer and institutional policies promate the use of 

public transport. 

Development A: Better Value Offer 

Railway transportation can offer more value because of tour main factors. 

First, it is becoming a more interesting alternative to access the heavily congesled Randstad urban region . This highly 

congesled area has a serious transport capacity problem (Min V&W 2001 , 2004, 2006) and will, according to The 

National Mobility Monitor (2007) not solve its congestien problem in the near future. Therefore transportation by train 

is gaining an essential campelilive advantage: it saves crucial time. 

The second factor which slimuiales the value offer of railway transportation is the increase in rail capacity and 

frequency. After claiming the possibility of increasing the density of train movements on one railway track substantially 

in 2007 (Prorail 2007) a new type of passenger friendly service could be possible in the near future: travelling without 

a timetable. Prorail uses the comparison with a metro system: every ten minutes the possibility to traveL This new 

approach to railway transportation will give passengers more treedom of choice and will stimulate growth in 

passenger volume. 

A third factor, which will generale a significant increase in oftered value to passengers, is the development of services 

that enhance the quality of the whole transport chain. The NS Business card is a good example. The card allows 

business passengers to conveniently plan their journey by rail as an alternative to car transportation. The card is 

gaining momentum; Athlon car rental offers its customers a possibility to combine the use of the lease car with the NS 

business card. (Athlon 2007, NS 2007-2). The OV fiets concept and the participation in Greenwheels'5 are two other 

successful initiatives to complete the whole transport chain : transport rnadalities are becoming more and more 

complementary. 

NS participated in 1997 in Grenwheels hlto://www.lotermedlair.nV Accessed on May 5'h 2008 
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Factor tour stimulates the value oftered to passengers because of the shifting public apinion on elimate change. 

Thanks to numerous studies and recent movies such as "lnconvenient Truth" (Paramount, 2006), the production of 

C02 is becoming a dominant factor is choosing the transportation mode. In deelding which transportation mode to 

chose, 50% of the train passengers claim to be influenced by the environmental issues (NS 2006-1 ). Th is certainly 

favours use of train services since one kilometre by car produces on average two times as much C02 emissions (NS 

2006-2). 

Development B llnstitutional policies on stimulating use of public transport. 

Railway transportation also offers governmental agencies important posslbilities to execute their policy. Many 

institutional policies of Dutch gaveromental agencies favour therefore the usage of public transport: 

The Ministry of Transport, Pub/ie works and Water Management (V&L-1? promoles the use of rail services to light the 

increasing traffic congestien (especially in the Randstad urban region) and ·the pollulion produced by car 

transportation. One of the ways V&W executes lts policy is via ProraiL Prorail has devoted ltself to deliver suftielent 

capacity, reliability and safety on the railway netwerk (Prorail2008). 

The ambitions in spatlal planning of The Ministry of Housing, Spafiat Planning and the Environment (VROM) requires 

that cities will have to increase in density (VROM 2004). Cities have to grow inside predefined lines, drawn around the 

cities contours, the so-called 'red lines' (Movares 2004). In doing so, railway stations are seen as a critica! flywheel in 

inner-city regeneration: inslead of dividing the city, railway stations are seen as a cruelal element in inner city 

integration. VROM therefore invests in the quality of railway stations and this will hopefully benefit the rest of the citiy 

centre. VROM Projects like the New Key Projects will especially impact the quality of railway stations and their cities. 

VROM set three main requirements lor these stations. New Key Projects must become attractive transport hubs, 

'passengers' palaces' and urban meeting places (VROM 2006). Although only six large railway stations in the 

Netherlands are New Key Projects, the conception of stations as inner-city regeneration flywheels can generally also 

be applied lor railway stations in medium large cities. 

3.2.2 Trend 2: Growth of the experience economy 

The notion that railway passengers are sole transport related customers is completely outdated. Every railway 

passenger is essentially a consumer of several services, affered at railway stations. When analysing the customer 

behaviour of a railway passenger a trend towards an experience economy can be noticed. According to Van Dyck 

(2007) this 'new' economie sector is developing rapidly. The reason lor this development is a result of the continuous 

increase in wealth of consumers. After having satisfied the most essential material needs (e .g. lood, cloths), 

consumers want more unlque experiences. Catfee at home is different from coffee on a terrace in Venice. Since a 

continuous growth in the Netherlands enabled consumers to spend more on experience, the consuming habit has 

changes dramatically, also at railway stations. This explains simple terminal design of the late sixties where little effort 

has been spent on designlog experiences at railway stations since consumers slmply didn 't have the financlal 

resources (and needs) to spend their money on. However, as the Dutch economy grew, consuming habits as a result 

changed, and the 'Experience economy' entered the stage. 

Pine and Gilmore (1999) define in their revolutionary book "The experience economy" four main experience domains: 

amusement, learning, escape from reality and aesthetics. Research by De Ridder (2006) also underlines the 
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changing of consuming habits towards 'experience'-based consumption. According to De Ridder, a railway customer 

buys a certain product, based on his or her consumer behaviour. This behaviour is based upon a set of reasons; the 

consumers drivers. During time, these drivers alter. According to De Ridder (2006) three drivers dominate the future 

consumer behaviour: growing wealth, changing value pattern and the strife to empowerment. These new drivers 

result in specific needs lor consumers (amusement, learning, escape from reality and aesthetics). 

Five striking developments of De Ridder's research on consumer behaviour are relevant regarding the consumption 

pattern of railway terminal customers (Table 3-1): 

Consuming 'old'-style 

Passession of goods and services 

Focused on basic needs and material goods 

Consurning is necessity 

Money more important than time 

Sustainability doesn't play any significant role 

Table 3-1 I Trends in customer consuming patterns 

Consuming 'new' -sty/e 

Experience of goods and services 

Focused on immaterial aspects and values 

Consuming is fun 

Time more important than money 

Role of sustainability is increasing 

In developing railway stations that ereale more value for railway station passengers, the first four elements of De 

Ridder's research are particularly focused on providing passengers with more valuable services. They want new 

experiences, new goods since their basic needs are satisfied, they want to be entertained and the time spend on 

railway stations should be well spend. These are the demands of the future customer and also the demands which the 

rail terminals will have to satisfy. 

Summary 

Dutch railway stations were developed to meet their functional requirements at that moment. This resulted in a 

diverse composition of railway stations were architectural style and functional design constantly were influenced by 

external effects such are economie fluctuations and social changes. Today, the new concepts of the NS (Regional 

Ports and National Key Projects) are the kick off of a privatised NS Company searching for ways to ereale more value 

lor its customers by understanding and facilitating future trends by a high quality terminal design. These particular 

trends have been analysed and will impact rail terminal design in two ways: railway terminals firstly will most have to 

cope with a considerable increase in the amount of passengers and second rail terminals will have to offer more 

services since the rail terminal customer of tomorrow will demand more quality in services affered during the time 

they spend at the terminal. 
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Chapter 

The New Customer 

110ur greatest asset is the customer! 

Treat each customer as if they 

are the only one!" 

Laurice Leitao 
CûltiiJner Service Expert 

The trends described in chapter three have serious consequences tor the functions offered at a rail terminal: they influence the 

needs of the future rail terminal customers and have an impact on the processing capacity. These trends will have an impact on 

the behaviour of future rail terminal customers and the services a rail terminal will have to offer to satisfy them. Paragraph one 

discusses the impacts of the trends on terminal customers. The future customer will have different needs and will impact the 

functional design of rail terminals (§4.2) and will result in interesting opportunities to ereale value (§4.3) 

4. Trends and the rail terminal custorner 

The rail terminal customer is a customer group with diverse travel and consuming patterns. Like at airports, students, 

elderly, business people and tourists use the same terminal building. The different characters present on a railway 

station make the design process a complicated challenge. To be able to understand the different types of passengers 

at its rail terminals, the NS conducted a research on the various types of passengers and their values (NS 2006). 

Previous to the study, the NS thought that 75% of its passenger on railway stations were merely interested in getting 

tor A to B and didn't value commercial activities. A short summary of the research results finding proves different: 

Although the transfer tunetion is the reason of existence of the rail terminal, 75% of the passengers want to use one 

of some commercial services of the rail terminal (NS 2006). 

NS research on its customer preferences defined six types of passengers, each with its own specific wishes and 

values: Appendix 9 shows their profiles in more detail. There is one striking tact tor research purposes: most rail 
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terminal customer va lues transfer functions and commercial services as wel I. Th is means that terminal design will 

have to cope with both customer preferences. 

When considering the trends as discussed in chapter three, rail terminals will first of all have to offer sufficient transfer 

quality to the rail terminal customer. This could be ditticuit since future trends indicate a large increase in demand. 

The processing capacity will have to be able to cope with a large grow in passenger numbers. Second, rail terminals 

will have to offer enough commercial quality. The shopper in the customer will demand more services and future 

terminals will have to be able todeliver these services properly. 

4, Functions at rail terminals 

Railway stations originally served one function: a halting place lor trains. As the industry evolved (see previous 

chapter) more functions were added. Paragraph 4.1 clearly concludes that future customers have explicit transfer and 

commercial demand. This will have an impact on the functions which will have to be oftered at future rail terminals. 

In understanding the functions a railway station offers today and will have to offer tomorrow, we will use the place

node theory of Luca Bertolini and Tejo Spit, which was published in their 1998 book Cities on rails. The place-node 

theory argues that a railway station, as a geographical entity, has two basic, though partly contradictory, identities. A 

railway station is a node: a point of access to railway trains and (increasingly) to other transportation networks such as 

trams, busses and metro networks. At the same time, railway station functions as a place: a small specific section of 

the city with a concentratien of infrastructure and also with a diversified collection of buildings and open spaces. We 

use their theory on railway station functionality for the analysis of the rail terminal since both functions are also 

present. 

Although the complex interaction in functions at a smal! urban site is apparent in many urban situations, Bertolini and 

Spit argue !hal this subject has received liltie attention in research on railway station development: 

"Both the practice and the theory on railway station redevelopment demonsirale inadequate understanding of the 

ambivalent nature of the railway station location, as wel/ as of the interactions between its two connotations" (1998). 

The lack in dual perspeelive could be responsible lor a poor quality of railway stations, like is often the case in !he 

Netherlands. Here, a highly accessible transportation node usually attracts many railway passengers, resulting in an 

economical basis for commercial activities. However, since space is very scarce on most railway stations. the 

transportation node can have a dominant functional role. This can diminish the possibilities of a railway stalion to 

perfarm its place tunetion adequately. Bertolini menUons that "The complex node-piace interactions form the core 

issue of railway station redevelopment today" (Bertolini & Spit, 1998). To be able to understand !he functional 

ambivalent character of railway stations, both functions are first introduced. 

4.2.1 The Node-tunetion 

The node-lunetion of a railway station can be defined trom two perspectives: the 'network view' and the 'transfer 

view'. Nodes in networks are those places in networks, frequently used by passengers (Bertolini & Spit 1998). Gert 
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Joost Peek confirms in his 2006 pubHeation 'Locatie synergie' that nodes can be viewed trom a pure network point of 

view and adds that the nodes can be regarded as a link between and in several networks. Main aspect of this view is 

the hierarchy the node has in the network: a railway station generales value for the railway station in offering as much 

as possible links to other networks. 

When concentrating on the railway station's urban ~ ocation, Peek (2006) introduces a second, and for this research, 

more relevant descr.iption of the node lunetion of a railway station: the transfer view. Railway stationscan beseen as 

a location of public transport where different modalities and thus passengers, concentrale to interchange. This 

transfer tunetion is focussed on reducing the 'interchange-resistance' (Vanderwaard 1989 from Peek 2006). The 

lunetion does nat only include linking multiple transport modalities in an efficient manner, it also means providing 

transfer related facilities such as 'to-go'-retail to make the transfer more pleasant (Van Hagen & Peek, 2003). 

Example I The Dutch raiJway station Utrecht Centraal can be considered as an important node. From a network 

perspeelive it offers railway passengers a very large amount of destinations (Figure 4-1). From a transfer view, Utrecht 

Central station offers interchange facilities: a large terminal building is conneeled to bus, car, tram and railway 

transport and offers passengers a smooth transfer between the transport modalities. 

Figure 4-1 I Node lunetion of Utrecht Centraal: room lor 

interchange 

4.2.2 The Place-function 

Figure 4-2 1 Node tunetion of Utrecht Centraal: many 

destinations 

The 'Piace'-function of a railway station is a concept with is difficult to define. Regarding railway station development, 

it and can be approach for several angles. Bertolini and Spit geographical approach describes the place lunetion of a 

railway station as "a piece of the city incorporating the station - on what is somelimes called the station 

neighbourhood of the station district" (Bertolini & Spit 1998). They identified tour approaches in defining 'the railways 

station as a place' : the walkable radius, functional-historical elements, topographic and the development perimeter. 

According to Bertolini, all definitions have its drawbacks. Bertolini argues that the definitions do nat allow tor a flexible 

delimitation of the railway station area and he proposes a combination of the approaches mentioned above: "Railway 

stations as a 'place in the city' are all the built and open spaces, logether with the activfties they host, contained 

within the perimeter designed by a 'walkable radius' centred on the railway station building, as mentioned to take 

account of case-specific physical-psychological, functional-historical and development features (Bertolini 1998)". 
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For this research purposes, we stick to the general rail terminal definition given in chapter two. This is because the 

definition Jacks a focused functional description we need tor our research. Peek's research (2006) about synergies 

between the two functions of railway stations provides a valuable contribution about the precise description of the 

place tunetion of a railway station. According to Peek, the place tunetion of a railway station can perfarm two specific 

'place' functions: an urban centre and a place of interaction. 

A place for interaction 

The tunetion of urban centre is aimed at bringing more economical wealth and spatial quality to the city. In this view a 

railway station is part of the urban labric of a city. lt facilitates various services lor (surrounding) city residents. Due to 

a complete locus on transport related services in the past however, this lunetion has largely been negleeled (Peek 

2006). The second 'place'-function is the 'meeting place' . Peek identifies this tunetion of a 'meeting place' as a 

contribution to the individual treedom of choice of the user. Richard Florida's 'Theory of the Creative class' (2002) 

views these central urban meeting places essential places of interaction in cities since they lacilitate the inlormation 

exchange of the creative class (the class which is according to Florida the engine of the post modern economy). The 

offering of a certain level of 'quality of space', is according to Peek, essential. This 'quality of space' is however not 

easily to describe. Trip (2004) developed a rather broad and generallist of qualities, needed to develop this quality. He 

argues that the quality of space depends on many aspects such as the functional mix, availability of specific facilities 

and public safety. In this research, the lunetion of an urban centre and a meeting place are both integrated in the 

place tunetion of a railway station, especially in a rail terminal: 

An urban centre 

As an essential element in the city centre, rail terminals can provide valuable services to city inhabitants such as 

shopping and leisure facilities. Restaurants and bars (Figure 4-2) could lacilitate the second lunetion of a rallway 

station terminal building: a vivid meeting place where interaction is everywhere. 

Figure 4-3 I Place lunetion of a railway station: opportunities to interact and availability of urban services 
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Example I Once again, The Dutch railway station Utrecht Centraal can tunetion as an example. From an 'urban 

centre'- perspeelive it offers valuable services to the inhabitants of Utrecht. Many shopping facilities (e.g. flower store, 

liquor store, pharmacy, book store) are present at the railterminal and many small bars facilitate the meeting tunetion 

(De Tijd, Cafe Centraal and Burger King). 

By using the relevant functional approaches, introduced above, the final functional definition of rail terminal 

functionality can be given: 

The rail tennMalis ht place at a rallway statlari PMiapger& Cllleadyl~nge trom different farms of 

transport wtMQ ~ars can meet and ~----- udlan ftrlcUons ara~_.. 

4.2.3 Spatial tension 

Every railway station is in tact a continuous clash between the two functions Bertolini and Spit (1998) introduced. In 

some situations one of the two functions prevails and will dominate the railway station terminallayout. Bertolini & Spit 

introduce a model to visualise the individual space and node tunetion and the interrelationship between !hem. This 

model is shown below in tigure 4-4. In this model live ideal situations can be distinguished. 

Unsustained place 

(5) Ten~~ 
(2) I 

Balance(l) 

(4) 
Unsustained node 

Figure 4-4 I The place-node model of Bertolini (From Peek 2006) 

Along the middle diagonal dotled line (1), areas are presenled where the node and the place are bath equally 

supported: a state of balance is present at the railway station. At the top of the white dotled line are railway stations 
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where the interaction between the place lunetion and the node lunetion ereale a so-called 'tension' (2). At these 

railway stations the intensity and diversity of transportation flows and urban activities is optima!. This indicates that the 

transfer lunetion is well developed (strong node) and that this has been realised in a high qualilalive environment 

(strong place). However, these railway stations are also locations where the great concentrations of flows arîd 

activities can result in a situation of contiiets between multiple, extensive claims on a limited amount of space and 

result in a complex design challenge: 

"The property development ideal of maximum intensity of land use and the transport development ideal of maximum 

flexibility tor infrastructure adaption and expansion have to find he re a ditticuit synthesis (Bertolini 1999) " .. 

At the botlom lelt corner of the ligure of the middle line is a third ideal-typical situation (3), represented by the 

'dependent' areas. The struggle lor space is minimaL The demand lor transportation services trom area residents, 

workers and other users and the demand lor urban activities trom traveilers are both so low that supply can be held in 

place only by the intervention of external factors. The reason these railway stations still exist in the Netherlands is 

often because the Dutch government asks the NS to continue investing in these non-prolilabie railway station because 

of their social relevanee (van Bakel 2001 ). But, according to van Bakel, this situation happens less aften alter the 

privatization of the Dutch railway sector in 1995. 

Finally, two 'unbalanced' situations can be identified according to Bertolini (1999). On one side- at the botlom right of 

the diagram- are the 'unsustained nodes' (4): areas where transportation facilities are relatively much more developed 

than urban activities. On the other side -at top lelt of the diagram- are the 'unsustained places' , where the opposite 

appears. Here, the place lunetion is too dominant at the railway stations location. Peek mentions as an example a 

railway station in a historie centre of a highly dense built city. The 'unbalanced'-locations are 'particularly interesting' 

(Peek 2006), because a strong tendency can be expected that the will develop into the more balanced 'equilibrium' 

stage. 

4.3 Future trends and, rail terminal functionality 

Future passenger demands will result in a different functional order at rail terminals. This research focuses passenger 

demands at large rail terminals. T·hese rail terminals are located in a heavily popuialed area (important place) and 

have considerable passenger processing capacity (important node). Therefore these rail terminals could be located in 

the top right corner of Bertolini & Spit's 'Interaction of functions'-model: the rail terminal is part of the railway stations 

in the stressed area. 

Vet old rail terminals are often designed with a dominating node-lunetion or have a more dominant place lunetion due 

to their historie background and location (unsustained node). Due to trends indicated in chapter 3, it is very plausible 

that rail terminals of large railway station will have to process more passengers (node function) and offer more 

functions as a atlractive place (place function). lf future rail terminal design is applied proper1y, a shift to the balance 

line in the top corner of the place-node model could be the result. A rail terminal could become: 
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'f1 place where bath functions are intensely supported and due to the tensed situation are completely integrated" 

(Peek 2006) .See tigure 4-5 

• 
• 

i=igure 4-5 I Shift in the place-node model: lension 

To be able to perfarm in the top right corner of the place-node model, rail terminals will have to be able to integrale 

their place and node function. This will demand an adjustment of their focus in design principles. 

However, a successful inlegration of necessary place and node functionality can result is a very profitable business. 

This is because the reconfiguration of railway station functionality impacts the value creation process at railway 

stations. First we will look at a value creation model which concerns the railway station itself: Peeks 'statie value 

chain' . Second, the impact of the trends is will also influence the value creating capacity of a whole railway station 

area (railway station and direct vicinity). This influence can be best described by Priemus and Koning's (2001) 

Dynamic value chain-model. 

-1.3.1 The static value chain, short time direct revenues 

Peek (2006) designed a specific model to analyse the value creation at railway stations. The model indicates the 

stakeholder involvement in the rallway station value chain and the value they ereale (Figure 4-6). 

A brief summary of the model is given as follows: 

''Two dominant location related branches are present in inner-city railway station development: transport-oriented 

activities ('Node') and accommodation oriented activities ('Piace'). Bath branchescan be divided into three types of 

value chain participants (ar stakeholders): 'The investor', investing in infrastructure ar real estate. 'The operator', 
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investing in accommodation or transport functions and 'The end-user', which consumes the functions {the rail 

terminal customer). These three types of actars are related toeach other via intemal user relations. The operator uses 

the infrastructure or the real estale and pays a certain fee tor that. This same relationship can be seen between the 

consumer and the operator: the consumer pays a certain fee tor the use of the transport or accommodation tunetion 

of the railway station {Source: Peek 2006). " 

Node Place 

lnfrallnl:bn TraJISIIIIf Behaliour PI ace Real 
lunclialll funclianl 8818111 Stakeholders 

Trada, Ofbs 
Busins HIIUIIirv 

Fee Fee Senices 
lnvestor 

Use R8ÏIIIIIIylbUB Rtn Use 
aarvice Fee Conc:aliaiiS 

Use Useol Use 
CU stomer ,,.,... .... 

relallllnicea 

Figure 4-6 I The static value chain of Peek {Source: {source Peek 2006) 

Concerning the Dutch Railway operator NS, tour main ways of value capturing can be identified. 

1. Fee on transport, NSR 

2. NS retail services, NS Poort, Servex 

3. Retail rent of external concessionaires (usually a percentage of the retailer's sales), NS Poort 

4. Realestale development (external property}, NS Poort 

As mentioned in chapter two, this research concentrales on customer preferences and at a rail terminal. Two torms of 

value can thus be created (and captured) tor the terminal customer: the delivery of transport related services or retail 

related services. 

Rail terminal customer and transport related services 

The most obvious service is the sales of train tickets. This purchase ereales value because a passenger wants to 

travel and the NS captures this value by receiving a certain fee. The rail terminal can enhance the perceived quality of 

this purchase by creating an environment which supports the node-tunetion (e.g. process the passenger with minimal 

interchange barriers to the train}. Since prices on railway fares are fixed (to a certain degree} this particular form of 

value creation is limited in its future potenlial. However, with the ambitions of the Dutch government to achieve a 

staggering 5% annual growth in passenger volume (resulting in 1 00 million annual passengers 0/&W 2007), rail 

terminals wil/ process much more passengers and thus will eventually be able to create and capture more value. 
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Rail terminal customer and retall related services 

The second form of value creation on railway stations occurs when a rail terminal user decides to consume place

related services such as retail services. By consuming lor example an ice-cream value is created because of the 

customer receives its ice-cream. Value is captured by the concessionaire when he receives the fee trom the 

customer. Retail revenues are passed on to the real estale company (NS Poort at Dutch railway stations) in the form of 

rent or go directly to Servex, the NS subsidiary and exploiter of various successtuf retail formulas which are focussed 

on to-go retail ('AH to Go', 'Kiosk', 'Swirls' and 'de Broodzaak'). The NS is aware of its potential and is currently 

developing a overall retail concept lor its large rail terminals: 'NS Wereldstations'. Below is a brief summary of the 

concept. 

NS is currently developing an overall retail conceptto lncrease revenues at her raillarge terminals, called 

'NS Wereldstations'. These 'airport-style' rail terminals wlll have to facllitate more commercial faci(lties lor 

railway station users who consider the railway station as a place, not as a node. The current state of the 

development program is particularly interesting regarding this research. NS Poort approach on testing the 

'Wereldstation'-concept is largely experience based and currently, Leiden Central station ~ifth largest 

railway station) is redesign into the new more retail focussed 'Wereldstation'- concept. Th is research 

approaches the testing of future functions on a pure filerature base. The combination of the results of the 

two studles could form a profound base lor future rail terminal development. 

Consider;ng the two trends introduced ·in chapter 3, t~is part of the value chain oHers much potential to generale 

more val~e lor rail terminal customers. The first future trend (the increase of potential passengers) can attract many 

more potential consumers at rail terminals, resulling in a larger potential turnover lor rail terminal retailers. The 

second trends could be even more important. Since terminal customers can and want to spend more on leisure 

activities (like shopping) and want to be entertained at rail terminals, the mission of the rail terminal retailer is clear: 

give the terminal customer the experience he or she wants and supply him or her with new products, services and 

experiences he desires. 

The combination of the tact that a terminal customer has a larger spanding budget and more needs and !he tact that 

its numbers will rise in the future makes the focus on the development of the place-function trom the dynamic value 

chain perspeelive clear: 

The development of more retail facilities wil/ not only fulfil the demands of futurtJ trtJnds concerning 

consuming demand. Peeks dynamic value chain (2006) a/so il/ustrates that this cou/d a/so be rewarding 

considering the value capturing potentlal and since the NS can capture the value in three ways: revenues of 

Servex, rents of concessionaires and profits trom real estale deve/opments. Future terminal design tlws !Jas 

to develop its commercial capabilities. 
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4.3.2 The dynamic value chain, long term indirect revenues. 

The static value chain made it clear that the rail tenmin al customer and the NS bath benefit from the increase of retail 

actlvities at rail terminals. The terminal customer satisfies its needs and the NS ereales valuable turnover. But trom a 

braader city perspective, with a long term approach, servicing more retail actlvities and processing more passengers 

can be even more rewarding. 

The static value chain of Peek (2006) is purely focused on the location itself. The dynamic model of Priemus and 

Koning (2001) concentrales on the role a railway station plays in its urban context an uses a more 'long term ' 

approach. Their dynamic value chain model clearly shows a cyclic process were continuous growth is possible. 

Priemus and Koning do however only focus on the original lunetion of a rai lway station: the node function. According 

to previous research by Bertolini & Spit (1998) this is not the only lunetion a contemporary railway station has. 

The Dynamic Value chain is thus revised: more use of public transport will generale more retail revenues at rail 

terminals and this willlead to the creation of more financial resources to invest in the quality of the rail terminal itself. 

This will create an increase in real estale value of the rail terminal and its surroundings. This increase in value 

translates into impulse in the city economy and generales an urban renewal impulse. Eventually this attracts more 

visitors and tourists, generating more companies, jobs and as a result buying capacity. This will increase the demand 

in transport. More demand in transport will increase the utilization of public transport (e.g. railway services) and also 

increase retail turn-over at the rail terminal (Figure 4-7). 

Figure 4-71 The Dynamic Value chain of an OV-Terminal (adjusted trom Priemus and Koning (2001) 

The Dynamic Va/ue chain is a continuous loop and its message is clear. By attracting more passengers to 

rail terminals, eventually the real estale value of the rail terminal and surrounding buildings (aften property 

of NS) wil/ increase. This is a process which can take many years but eventual/y the city, the NS and the rail 

terminal customer all benefit. 
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4.4 Summary 

NS research shows that customers value transfer related and commerce related services and !he impact of trends will 

result in a greater desire in both transfer and commercial services. Railway stations serve customer desires by 

facilitating two functions. A 'node-function' and a 'place-function'. Future trends will have an impact on both functions 

large rail terminals will have to process more passenger volume and have to satisfy different retail services. lf rail 

terminal design facilitates these trends, the delivery of more and new functions can push the railway station to a 

situation where a railway station can be seen as an attractive node (last interchange, many destinations) and an 

appealing place (place to interact, urban quality). 

This increase in functionality will ereale lension between the two functions. This demands a balanced design 

approach were much elfort has to be made on inlegrating the two ma in functions. Like Carlos Ventura 16 mentions, a 

railway stalion will have to be: 

"A mix of shopping centre and a station, nol !he two concepts side by side, but bath functions merged tagether in the 

same building. The result is a station integrated with the city, nol jus! a shopping mali. " 

This elfort can be very rewarding since both the static and dynamic value chain show great opportunities is creating 

more value at railway stations. The most important queslion in this process is: How can rail terminal design help in 

attracting more rail terminal customers? Part two will try to answer this question by figuring out what the rail terminal 

customer values in terminal design. 

16 Carlos Ventura: Commercial Director ADIF (Rail station development Congress, 12-14 nov 2007) 
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Part wo. 
Customer Design 

Preferences 
This chapter delivers the design elements rail terminal 

customers preter at a rail terminal. This is done in three steps. In 

chapter five a model for analyzing the needs of a customer at a 

service environment is constructed. Once we can delermine how 

customers perceive a service environment we use the model on 

two narrowly related service environments to learn about the rail 

terminal customer preferences in terminal design (chapter 6). 

Eventually the final model will be presenled in the third chapter 

of this research part, chapter 7. 
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Chapter "In the current market p/ace, value is 

created by customer experience" 

Prahalad and Ramaswamy 

The future of Competltlon 2004 

Customer Perception 
How does a customer perceive its environment? This chapter is about the environment a customer finds itself in during the 

process of consuming a service; 'the service environment'. Bitner (1992) relers ·to it as the 'servicescape' and describes it as a 

place where customers are subjeeled to "the effect of atmospherics, or physical design and decor elements". The service 

environment can be very powerlul since research suggests that "the physical setting may influence the customer's ultimate 

satisfaction with the service" (Harrel & Hutt 1976 and Anderson 1980). 

This chapter will give an overview of a selection of scientific resources that have described various delerminanis of quality 

perception of service environments. The literature review is approached trom a more psychological perspeelive and thus 

concentrales on the micro-level of the individual. Central in the research is the sequentia! stimulus-response model that will be 

discussed in paragraph 5.1. Second, different models on environmental stimuli will be discussed (§ 5.2). Paragraph 5.3 

elaborates on the Fodness and Murray model, a model which is designed lor analyzing airport terminals and makes an 

important diversion in types of service oftered at service environments. To understand how customer choices can be structured 

paragraph 5.6 hands us theory on Multi Criteria Models (MCA). Eventually in paragraph 5. 7 a model is designed which can 

analyse the preferences of customers at a service environment: the Customer Preferenee-modeL (CP Model). 

5 .1 Environmental stimuli 

According to Kotier (1973), during the purchase decision, the state of the environment, or the atmosphere of a place, 

can be more influential than the product itself. Based on the early research in environmental psychology, Kotier (1973) 

took a narrower perspeelive by focusing on consumer behaviour and the effects that the physical environment has on 

it. In addressing this, Kotier pointed out that the physical environment in which a product is purchased is an important 
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part of the total consumption package. The term 'atmospherics' was introduced to describe this new focus of 

research. According to Countryman & SooCheong (2006), Kotier continued to suggest that there are certain settings 

where the physical environment will have a greater inttuenee on consumer behaviour and purchase decisions. The 

imparianee of the environment where a service is consumed increases if one or more of the following occurrences are 

present: (1) !he number of competitive outleis has increased; (2) product and/or price di Herences are smalt; and (3) 

the producUservice entries are aimed at distinct social classes or lifestyle buyer groups (Karam 2005). 

This chapter concerns about the way the built environment of a rail terminal can influence the perception of quality of 

a terminal customer. To be able to understand how the built environment is related to the purchase decision of 

terminal customers, this research first introduces relevant theories on environmental psychology. 

The environment a railway passenger experiences is a complex set of different (visual) elements which ultimately 

impacts the persons perception of the whole service. Researchers have struggled to understand these complex 

elements and !heir impact on human behaviour. In !heir eHort to define environmental psychology, Mehrabian and 

Russell (1 97 4) described it as "!he direct impact of physical stimuli on hu man emotions and !he effect of physical 

stimuli on a variety of behaviours, such as work performance or social interact ion". They conceptualized !heir study 

into the MR-model. Mehrabian and Russetl's (1 97 4) conceptual framework describes the impact of the environment 

on humans and premises that behavioural responses to environmental stimuli are medialed by emotional states. (van 

'I Hof 2008). Figure 5-1 shows the model. The conceptual framework of Mahrabian and Russel is based on the more 

general stimulus-repsonse (S-R) model 17
• 

r nvironmcntal stimuli 
f 1 i~vsil.:~i! ~~·;~~t.lt 1 :-; ~~ · ·t ~-· 
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Figure 5-1 I The conceptual framewerk of Mehrabian and Russell (197 4) 

However, much of !he elements, responsible lor the physical stimuli were unclear to Mehrabian and Russell. They 

stressed !he importance and the need for describing or defining the physical environment by identifying those 

elements or dimensions that make up the physical environment (Countryman & SooCheong 2006). In 'Objects of 

Desire', Dennis (2005) discusses the MR-model trom a shopping centre perspective. Dennis indicates that 

environmental stimuli are things like 'store image' and 'atmosphere components' such as layout, design, colours, 

music and odours. The emotional stales are personal emotional stales like pleasure or arousal which these stimuli 

create. Dennis views that the behavioural response of customers results in the approach or avoidanee of the customer 

to consume a certain good or service at a certain place. Th is can easily be measured by the time spent at a shop, the 

money spent, !he number of items bought and !he intention to revisit ~nnis 200 . The NS is familiar with the MR

model. NS study 'Stations in beeld' (NS 2005) describes three elements of the MR-model as follows: 

• Stimulus: The quality of !he space, measurable by all the customers senses. 

The S-R model holds that responses emerge as a result of stimuli and the way in which those stimuli are processed (van 't Hof 

2008) 
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• Organism: Experience of quality of the service. 

• Response: Behavioural effect (approach-avoidance) and Iorming of perception. 

This research is about the physical clues, measurable by all the customer's senses. We call this 'The environmental 

stimuli' and it primarily concerns the design aspects of the rail terminal. These design aspects will influence the 

perception of the service environment by the terminal customer and eventually generale a behavioural response. This 

response can be the deelsion to avoid the rail terminal (e.g. because it's too hot or unsafe) or to approach the terminal 

and spend time at the terminal. This research assumes that spending time at rail terminals will result in the 

consumption of goods and or services (e.g. newspaper, colfee and books). This research will thus use the following 

interpretation of Mehrabian and Russeis conceptual framework (Figure 5-2): 

I llVIrtliHIIPillal stillillil 
I I ! I I : ' ~ : ' • I ' ' ' • 

I ·I· .. ,,,,,, ·I 

Flgure 5-2 I The respecified model of Mehrabian and Russell 
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Spenel money 
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Environmental stimuli are part of a wider range of determinants which decide the customer's perception of service 

quality. To be able to understand what these environmental stimuli entail, !he next paragraph will elaborate on several 

general scientific resources that have described various delerminanis of quality perception of a service. 

Perception of service quality 

Marketing and psychology literature show a vast amount of suggestions and methods in analyzing the perception of 

the quality of a service. According to Brady and Cronin (2001 ), the conceptualization and measurement of service 

quality perceptions have been the most debated and contraversial topics in services marketing literature to date and 

tuil understanding of service quality perception is not yet available. Furthermore, Parasuraman et al. (1994) state that 

there has been considerable progress on how service quality perceptions should be measured. However, Brady and 

Cronin point out that liltie advance on what should be measured has been made. In other words, what defines the 

quality of the encountered service? 

The perception of service quality is based on multiple dimensions (Carman 1990). Although many studies have tried to 

define those dimensions, till today there is no general agreement as to the nature or content of the dimensions. 

However, according to Carman, "it is general accepted that service quality evaluations are highly complex processes 

that may operate at severallevels of abstraction "(1990). 

Many researchers have been conducting studies on service quality perception. This paragraph gives a review of 

relevant research models on service quality perception by starting withl the general theory of Grönroos (1984) and 

ends with Fodness and Murrays hierarchical structure lor service quality expectations (2006). This model will be of 

great importance lor this research. 
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5.2.1 Nordie model 

The foundation of service quality theory can be found in the product quality and customer satisfaction literature. Early 

conceptualizations (Grönroos 1982, 1984, Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry 1985) arebasedon the disconfirmation 

paradigm employed in the physical goods literature. This literature suggested that quality results from a comparison of 

perceived performance with expected performance, as is reflected in Grönroos's Noridc Model (1984). Grönroos 

identified two service quality dimensions, as shown in Figure 5-3. 'Functional quality' represents how the service is 

delivered; that is, it defines customers' perceptions of the interactions that take place during delivery. 'Technica! 

quality' reflects the outcome of the service act. or what the customer receives in the service encounter. The teehoical 

and functional qualities ereale an image. The 'Expected service' and the image created by the quality eventually 

produce the 'Perceived service'. (Brady & Cronin 2007). 

I a chilical QU~IIy 
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Rgure 5-3 I The Nordie Model of Grönroos (1984) 

5.2.2. Three component model by Rust and Oliver 
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The Grönroos Nordie model is a very general approach on quality perception and in order to specity the elements in 

more detail, Rust and Oliver (1994) designed a three component model, built on the model of Grönroos. In !heir 

model they claim that all perception of service quality is based on customers' evaluation of three dimensions of the 

service encounter: (1) the customer-employee interaction (i.e. functional quality of Grönroos), (2) The service 

environment (Bitner 1992) and the service outcome (i.e. teehoical quality.). Figure 5-4 shows the 'Three Component 

Model' of Rust and Oliver: 

Figure 5-4 I The three-component Model of Rustand Oliver 1994. 
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This research focuses on service environment during the consumption process. The customer-employee interaction 

(e.g. information attendant or Kiosk employee) and the service outcome (the quality of the railway journey of cup a 

coffee) are nol considered in this research. They do nol have a direct relationship with the built environment and this 

research will focus on the built environment by introducing Mary Jo Bitner's 'Servicescapes'. 

5.2.3 Bitner's servlee environment: Servicescapes 

Servicescapes were introduced in 1992 to structurally approach and unravel the relevant elements of the built 

environment in the perception of service quality. For services that require customers to be present in the service 

"factory" lor extended periods of time, Bitner (1992) theorized that the facility itself - the 'Servicescape'- has a 

significant influence on overall service encounter quality perceptions. The servicescape includes all the objective 

factors controllable by the service provider that facilitate customer actions during the service encounter and enhance 

their overall service quality perception (Fodness & Murray 2007). 

Research has doeurnenled the influence of the physical environment on service quality perceptions in many 

different service related branches like restaurants (Rys et al, 1987) and retails stores (Dabholkar et al., 

1996, Brady and Cronin, 2001 ). Because rail terminals require passengers' physical presence and aften 

significant time commitment, the physical environment of the railway stations can thus influence 

perceptions of the overall quality of the service encounter. Fodness and Murray clarily this principle by ciling 

Bitner's description of a negative encounter with an airport servicescape: 

' ... assume that a traveiler enters an airportand (7) is confused because he or she cannot find signage 

giving directions to the assigned gate and (2) is emotionaily distressed because of crowds, poor acoustics 

and high temperatures. Here the servicescape direct/y impacts the traveiler's evaluation of the quality of his 

of her airport experience (Bitner 7 992, p. 61) .. . ' 

Bitner's Servicescapes consist of three basic elements (Figure 5-5): 

• Spatiallayout and functionality 

• Signs symbols and artetacts 

• Ambient conditions 

We will discuss the basic elements briefly. 

Figure 5-5 I Bitner's Servicescapes (1992) 
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Spatlal Layout and Functlonallty: Because service encounter environments are purposetul environments (i.e., they 

exist to lullil speeltic needs of consumers), spatiallayout and functionality of the physical surroundings are particularly 

interesting regarding this research. 'Spatia/layout' relers to the ways in which machinery, equipment. and furnishings 

are arranged, the size and shape of those items, and the spatial relationships among them. 'Functionality' relers to 

the ability of the same items to facilitate performance and the accomplishment of goals. According to Bitner, with the 

exception of some research on retail store layout, crowding and use of orientation aids, 'surprisingly little has been 

published about the effects of spatlal layout and functionality on customers in commercial service settings' (Bitner 

1992). 

In self serving environments like railway stations spatlal layout and functionality of the environment are highly salient 

to customers: they must perform on their own and cannot rely heavily on employees to assist them. lf the tasks to be 

performed are very complex, efficiency of spatial layout and functionality will be more important than when the tasks 

are mundane or simple. When customers are under time pressure, (and this is a likely situation at railway stations) 

they wil I a lso be highly conscious of the relative ease with which they can perfarm their tasks in the environment. 

Spatiallayout and functionality are closely related to each other. According to Fodness and Murray (2007), it makes 

inluilive sense that these two concepts should be very closely related because they capture how well the layout (e.g. 

rail terminallayout) 'facilitates' the performance and the accomplishment of goals. 

Slgns & Symbols: Many items in the physical environment serve as explicit or implicit signals that communieale about 

the place to lts users. Signs displayed on the exterior and interlor of a structure are examples of explicit 

communicators. They can be used as labels (e.g., name of company, name of department), tor directional purposes 

(e.g., entrances, exits), and to communieale rules of behaviour (e.g., no smoking). Signage can play an important part 

in communicating firm image. Direct clear signage can enhance the customer friendliness of passengers in finding 

their way to their train. But, large commercial related signage can also signa! the vast amount of available shops in 

the railway station, adding to the customer friendliness of railway station shoppers. 

Other environmental objects may communieale less directly than signs, giving implicit cues to users about the 

meaning of the place and norms and expectations lor behaviour in the place. Quality of materials used in construction, 

artwork, presence of certificates and photographs on walls, floor coverings, and personal objects displayed in the 

environment can all communieale symbolic meaning and create an overall aesthetic impression (Bitner 1992). 

Amblence; Several aulhors have identified ambient conditions as a factor that affects perceptlans of and human 

responses to the environment. Ambient conditions include background characteristics of the environment such as 

temperature, lighting, noise, music, and scent. As a general rule, ambient conditions affect the live senses. (Bitner 

1992) 

Limited number of empirica! studies in consumer research confirm that ambient factors may influence customer 

responses. For example, in studies of restaurants and supermarkets, it has been illustrated that music tempo can 

affect pace of shopping, length of stay, and amount of money spent (Milliman 1982, 1986). In another study, 

familiarity of music played in a department store setting was found to affect shopper's perceptions of how long they 
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spent shopping; when the music was unfamiliar to subjects, they believed they had spent more time shopping (Yalch 

and Spangenberg 1988). 

Although ambient conditions are ditticuit to measure, they can have serious impact on the perception of service 

quality by customers. Fodness and Murray (2007) state that in service settings, ambient conditions have been found 

to have either stresstul or relaxing effects on customers. At railway stations, passengers can tor example be stressed 

by loud music or bright white light (which blind the passenger). Gomtarting music and a warm temperature can on the 

other hand relax passengers and enhance the perception of lev~ l of quality of the services on a railway station. 

Bitner's Servicescape-model is an attractive model to analyse the service environment as its basic design will be used 

in to design the final CP-Model. However, tor this research it lacks the profundity and clarity needed tor analysing 

specific customer preferences of design aspects. Fodness and Murray pose a more interesting and detailed model on 

the perception of service quality. This will be discussed separately in the next paragraph. 

5 . 3 Service: tunetion and diversion 

Fodness & Murray (2007) redesigned the three component model of Rust and Oliver in order to measure the 

passengers' expectations of airport service quality. Their model is composed of three primary dimensions: 

'servicecape', 'interaction with personnel' and 'services'. Important to consider is that the 'services' oftered by the 

terminal are nat bansport related. They are secondary services supporting the needs of passengers, besides the 

transport related ones. 

Fodness & Murray suggest three subdimensions in each of the three dimensions. Important to mention is that 

although this layered approach on service quality suggests that each part works individually, the customer collects the 

perceptions of the dimensions holistically and farms one concluding perception. Brady and Cronin (2001) explain !heir 

interrelations: 

... customers farm their service qua/ity perceptions on the basis of an evaluation of performance at multiple levels and 

ultimately combine these evaluations to arrive at an overall service qua/ity perception (p. 37). 

The preliminary research model clearly shows Grönroos' model and Bitner's servicescapes. This model was the 

backbone of their extensive empirica! research on nearly thousand airport users. After the analysis of their data 

Fodness and Murray re-arranged and renamed the model at several important parts: 

• The servicescape is changed into 'Function'. 

• Service personnel is renamed to 'lnteraction'. 

• Ambient conditions is changed in 'Diversiofl '. 

In the redesigned model of Fodness and Murray, interaction is one of the three important elements of service quality 

perception. Th is research however focuses on the ability of the built environment of rail terminal to support the quality 

perception of the services oftered inside. This leaves the 'Function' and 'Diversion' as the resulting two element of 

perceived service quality of the built environment. Figure 5-6 shows a simplified version. 
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Agure 5-61 Simplified Hierarchical structure lor airport service quality expectation of Fodness & Murray (2007) 

The two main elementsof terminal quality 'Function' and 'Diversion' will bedescribed below: 

Primruy design criteria: Functlon: As mentioned before, the functional element of quality the perception of a terminal 

consists of the effectiveness and efficiency a building can serve its customer. Effectiveness is based on the 

Servicescapes sub dimensions 'Function and Spatial Layout' and 'Signs and symbols' lt concerns the effective 

movement of the passenger through the terminal. Efficiency represents passenger's concern with the timeliness of 

their movement through the terminal. This is a highly personal lunetion and depends on external factors. An example 

is baggage claim at an airport. The ability of the airport building to facilitate last baggage claim installations, and thus 

shorten the customers waiting time can be considered as 'efficiency'. 

Secondary design criteria: Dlverslon: Diversion reflects a turning aside from focusing on the tact that the passenger is, 

in effect, 'trapped' in the airport servicescape toward activities that red irect their attention or stimulate them 

aesthetically (Fodness & Murray 2007). The combination of ambience-related factors along with the activity-related 

factors may be describing an environment perceived by the passenger as offering opportunities lor aesthetic, cognitive 

and sensory satisfaction. According to Fodness and Murray, "such an environment is of no doubt of special 

importance to customers who, as a necessary condilion of !heir consumplion of a service product, are required to 

spend relalively large amounts of time there. " Of course rail terminal customers do nol have to SDend the same 

amount of time at a rail terminal. But, the frequency of visits is usually much higher. The lunetion diversion can 

therefore still be considered as relevant at rail terminals. 

Diversion consists of four elements. Maintenance is the activity spent on people's boclies (e.g. Eating, drinking, 

resting) and their possessions (e.g. shoe repair) and concerns concessions. Productivity relales to work and study 

related activities (e.g. housework and answering business maiQ. The third factor, ambience is consistent with Bitner's 

'ambience': lighling, noise, music, and scent. As a general rule, ambient condilions affect the five senses (Bitner 

1992). The lourth element of Diversion is Décor, a rather ditticuit element to describe. Fodness and Murray describe 

Décor as: The "feeling" of a particular airport setting. lt concerns the architecture style and expression of elements. 

Bitner's 'Artelacts' are related to this quality element. 

We wil! use the two airport terminal quality elements 'Function' and 'Diversion' to design an analysis model, the 

Customer Perception Model (CP-Model) which wil! be used in chapter 6. 
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5 . 4 Towards an anaJysis model 

A customer deelsion process to go to a certain place ar buy a certain product can be described by a multi criteria 

analysis (MCA). Several criteria will be evaluated by the customer befare a final deelsion is made. This research uses 

a MCA approach to describe the analysis process of the customer at a service environment. 

A MCA can be divided in tour hierarchicallayers of elements: principles, criteria, indicators and verifiers. The definition 

of the tour elements is given below and derived trom Prabhu et at al1999 by CIFOR (1999): 

Principle: A fundamental truth ar l'aw as the basis of reasoning or action. They provide justification tor criteria, 

indicators and verifiers. 

> The faunding principle of the CP-model is as follows: 

• An attractive service environment has to be oftered 

Cr1terlon: A principle or standard that a thing is judged by. A criterion can, therefore, be seen as a 'second order' 

principle, one that adds meaning and operationality to a principle without being a direct measure of performance. 

Criteria are the intermediale points to which the information provided by indicators can be integrated and where an 

interpretable assessment crystallises. Principles form the final point of inlegration. 

> The two criteria of !he CP-model is as follows 

• Cn'teria 1: Service environments have to satisty the main functlonal demands. 

• Criteria 2: Service environments have to offer sufficient diversion 

Indicator. An indicator is any variabie or component used to inter the status of a particular criterion. ·Indicators should 

convey a 'single' meaningful message. Th is 'single' message is termed information. lt represents an aggregate of one 

or more data elements with certain established relationships. Ta define the indicators, a combination of Bitners's 

Servicescapes and Fodness & Murrays 'hierarchical structure tor airport service quality expectations' has been used. 

> Indicators which have to be applied to meet Criteria 1: 

Indicator A: High quaUty In Spatlal Layout 

Indicator B: 

Indicator C: 

The ability to process customers in an eHicient and eHective way 

High quallty in lnformation supply systems 

The ability to intarm customers real time about avallable activities and runelions 

High quality In Care functfonal Support 

The ability to support the care tunetion 

> Indicators which have to be applied to meet Criteria 2 

Indicator D: High qual/ty In Ambience 

The ability to affect the flve senses. 

Indicator E: High quality In Décor 
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Indicator F: 

The ability to shape an attractive visual image 

High quaffty in Personal Care 

The ability to execute activities 

Next chapter wil I describe the elements of The terminal quality indicators by using MCA verifiers: 

Veófler: lnformation that enhance the specificity or the ease of assessment of an indicator. They provide the special 

details that indicate or reileet a desired condition of an indicator. As the fourth level of specificity, verifiers provide 

specific details that would indicate are reileet a desired condition of an indicator. The add meaning and precision to an 

Indicator. They can be considered as sub-indicators and can answer the question if the conditions lor a high quality 

rating lor an indicator is met. 

Bath literature and models do not clearly give an indication of the verifiers. The veriliers will be ascertained in the last 

chapter of Part 2, chapter7. However, since we now have the general building blocks, we can design the preliminary 

CP-model (Figure 5-7): 

Oller an allracllve ~erv11;e eriVIronmenl 

Satrsty mam functional dmnands 0 ffer ~~Jfficlefll diVCI!;!UII 

Figure 5-7 I Preliminary Customer Perception Model forservice environment analysis 

5.5 Summary 

Th is chapter introduced the theoretica I background of customer quality perception. First the respecified conceptual 

framework of Mehrabian and Russell was introduced, that focuses on the environmental stimuli of a rail terminal. After 

analysing several models on the perception of service quality, the modelsof Bitner's 'Servicescapes' and Fodness and 

Murrays 'Hierarchical structure lor airport service quality expectations' where combined with the principles of MCA-
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based decision systems and a Customer Perception-model {CP-model) is designed. The model enables us to conduct 

research on design preferences of customers concerning various service environments. 

To be useful lor the NS, the CP-modellacks one important aspect, the definitions of the verifiers. These verifiers are 

the performance indicators of the model's 'indicators'. Next chapter will acquire the relevant verifiers via the 

application of the CP-model on the extensive in-depth literature studies on two narrowly related service environments: 

airport terminals and shopping centres. 
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11The perception of the custamer is 

eventual/y the only thing that 

really matters" 

PauiJanssen 

Paul Janssen lnaglneering 

Airports & Shopping Gentres 
Henry Ford once cammenled that had he asked customers what they wanted, they would' have said "a laster horse." As Ford 

knew well, market research can have many pitfalls. In defining the customer preferences of rail terminal customers this 

research seeks the answers on what rail terminal customers want by drawing parallels with the customers of two other sectors: 

the airport and retail industry. As Peek (2006) illustrates is his static value chain, they each serve an essential customer at 

railway stations: the passenger and the shopper. Trends discussed in chapter 3 and the development of rail terminal 

tunctionality clearly illustrate that the growth potential in value creation will be initialed by salistying the needs of these two 

types of customers. 

The passenger I In defining the needs of the passengers a parallel is drawn with airport terminals. The airport 

terminal and' its passengers show similarities since its passengers also show great diversity in 

demographics, have a dominant transport desire, are sensitive for retail and have to cape with 

complicated (new) building structures (Edwards 1998). 

The shopper I In defining the needs of the shopper a parallel is drawn with shopping centres. The shopping 

centre shows silillilarities since its customers have the same purpose: they have a dominant 

shopping motive and want to be entertained (Wakefield & Baker 1998). Furthermore, the central 

inner-city location attracts many different customers and like a shopping centrearail terminal will 

also have to differentiate itself trom the surrounding retail competition if it wants to attract 

customers. 
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Both industries have a large experience in facilitating their customer and above all, much research has been 

conducted over the years on both specific fields of expertise (Turley and Milliman 2000, Fodness & Murray 2007). 

This gives us a great opportunity to learn about rail terminal customer's preferences when we combine the two fields 

of expertise. 

First, an in dept literature study wilt be conducted on relevant airport terminal research (§ 6.1). The focus on 

customer perception on airport quality was leading in selecting the studies. The CP-model is used to structure the 

analysing process and eventually paragraph 6.2 will present the verifiers of the airport passenger's perception of a 

high quality service environment (airport terminal). Second, the same approach wilt be used on studies on the 

perception shopping centre quality (§ 6.3). The analysis of the second group wilt present the verifiers of the shopper's 

perception of a high quality service environment (§ 6.4). 

6 .1 Leaming trom airport passengers 

Although airport and railway station terminals do nol have entirely the same conditions, the transport tunetion of a 

rallway station terminal shows many resemblances with the airport terminal building in facilitating the process of 

transferring passengers between different modes of transport. Extensive literature research on passenger's perception 

of service environment of ai~ports resulted in six relevant studies. These will be discussed below and will form the 

backbone in defining the transfer verifiers. Their findings are analysed, using the CP-model as a analysis tooi (Figure 

5-1 ). Appendix 10 gives a tuil overview of all the data analyses. 

Criterion 1 · Sat1sfy ma1n func!lonal demands 

Indicator 
' 

Verif1er Description 

Ag ure 6-1 I CP-Analysis tooi 
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6.1.1 Analysis of relevant studies 

Study 1 Senevlratne & Martel (1991) I Multiple terminal etements 

Seneviratne and Martel studied the variables influencing the performance of different elements in the airport terminal. 

In !heir research, they indicate that "a typical passenger tenminal building has three principal users: the airline, the 

airport operator and the passenger who is the principal souree of revenue tor the airport" (Seneviratne & Martel 

1991 ). In their view, the general consensus is that the passenger needs should be given higher priority when 

considering new designs or improvements to existing facilities. These passengers have to go through a mandatory 

sequence of activities. These activities can be summarized into three primary activities: The processing activities, the 

holding activities and the circulation activities. Seneviratne & Martel are one of the first researchers who claim that the 

level of passenger service is not only dependent on the availability of space and walking distance. For each primary 

tunetion Seneviratne and Martel indicated variables which most influenced the quality perception of the airfine 

passenger. 

Seneviratne & Martel based their 'Ouality service characteristics ' on the research model of Heathington & jones 

(1975). Their research included 227 respondents. They conetude that their limited study clearly shows that besides 

the availability of space and waiting time, more aspects should be considered when evaluating the performance of 

airport passenger's terminals buildings in terms of passenger needs. Regarding railway terminal buildings, many 

aspects of perceived quality such as waiting area, internal environment and the availability are also important and 

these aspects should also be considered in the design process. 

study 2 Lemer (1992) I A performance view 

Andrew Lemer approaches the quality perception of passengers as the ability of the terminal to deliver the required 

performance. According to Lemer, "performance is the ability to carry out a taskar tultil some promise ar claim, and 

in an airport passenger terminal that ability generally has something to do with moving travelers and their bags 

between aircraft and ground transportation" (Lemer, 1992). In his research he focuses on three specific groups: 

passengers, airlines and operators. Lemer points out that each user has its own ideas about the comfort, convenianee 

casts and ambience that should accompany this movement, and will assess performance in terms of such factors. For 

each specific airport user he introduced specific performance demands. The specific factors of performance from a 

passengers' point of view are used for this study and are based on a 1989 study of the Building Research Board by 

22 professionals. 

Lemer conetudes that the provided list is a general list. But since airports terminals ditter is size, layout and customer 

mix, a more specific list can vary per airport. To be able to ascertain the level of service passengers expect on a 

specific airport, a precise on-situ research is needed. This could also be relevant lor ascertaining the perceived quality 

at specific rail terminals and is an interesting point lor recommendation. 

Study 3 Rhoades, Waguespack and Young {2000) I Competnton etements 

Rhoades et al. (2000) include many different stakeholders in their analysis on airport terminal competition values. 

These stakeholders included: airlines, airport tenants, airport service operators and airport consumers (the airline 

passengers). To focus on the passe11gers' perception of airport terminal quality, the non-passenger actars were asked 
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to answer the questions 'passenger focused'. The main list of key factors in airport quality resulted in a detailed list of 

elements on which an airport terminal could differ itself trom other airports. 

Rhoades et al designed a list of key airport quality factors form existing literature and lesled this list on 150 

respondents. They conclude that the items found are essential in gaining campelilive advantage among other airports. 

Lessans can be learned since rail terminals compete with different transport. By providing an attractive rail terminal 

service environment, rail terminals could complete with the automotive transport industry (e.g. cars) and gain 

substantial market share. 

Study 4 Barros et al. (2007) I Transfers' at airports 

Contrary to Rhoades et al., Barros et al. (2007) solely approached passengers at airport terminals. Further, airport 

passengers were divided in three groups, departing, transfer and arriving passengers. Barros et al. then narrowed 

their scope down to transfer passenger, passengers who use the airport as a hub to another destination. The reason 

tor this focus was because according to Rhoades et al. a knowledge gap was present: "Despite the increasing 

imparianee of transfer passengers tor airport operations, fittie research has been done to delerminetheir needs ". 

Th is focus has a logical reasoning : the needs of transfer passengers are quite different trom those of originating and 

terminating passengers. Barros et al. mention tor instanee that, "transfers do nat make use of airport access roads". 

The external design factors are thus, like in this research excluded trom research. The parallels with railterminals are 

also interesting. Many large railway stations in the Netherlands tunetion as hubs in the railway station network. Like 

on airports, rail terminals contain many interchanging passengers, ar like Barros et al. callthem 'transfers'. 

The research entailed 23 respondents. Although this numbers seems small, the in dept questionnaire and the focus 

on transfer make this research valuable tor this research. Barros et al. conclude that close attention should be paid to 

the quality of the flight information and orientation system. The passenger wants to be able to update himself on flight 

information at any moment at during its staying at the terminal. Their focus on 'transfers' is particularly interesting 

since railway passengers aften serve transfer atthe largest Dutch railway stations. 

Study 5 COtTeia et al. (2007) I An Inlegral approach to Level of SeNice (LOS) 

According to Correia et al., the quality of airport terminals is a 'hot' topic: "The development of Level Of Service (LOS) 

measured tor airport passenger terminals has been one of the major issues tor airport operators in the last several 

decades'. Th is has motivated a number of LOS studies by air transportation agencies, including the Federal Aviation 

Administration (FAA), Airports Councillnternational (ACI) and Transport Canada. Despite the effort of these agencies, 

the LOS standards and methods provided by them have been the subject of criticism by airport professionals (Correia 

et al. 2007). One of the main concerns is the lack of overall passenger input. Although passenger input has been 

measured in several studies, Correia et al. mention that most studies have focused on individual components of the 

airport terminal, neglecting overall evaluation. 

Correia et al. analysed various surveys on airport level of service perception and the study by Seneviratne and Martel 

(1991) (discussed earlier). They suggested a list of objective and subjeelive variables which could influence the 

perception of the level of service by airport consumers (the passenger). Correia et al suggest that the list of variables 

should be used by airport managers to obtain a degree of importance that airport users (air passengers) assign to the 
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airport terminal. These weights are useful, as it will be an indication of where airport managers should spend their 

limited resources on. A parallel can be drawn with rail terminals. Since budgets are limited, rail terminal design should 

achleve maximum efficiency of quality in its design considering the available resources. 

S!udy 6 Fodness and Murray (2007) I Passengers' expectations of airport service quality 

In their research Fodness and Murray state that although it is possible to describe passenger preferences on issues 

ranging trom airport signage to restroom cleanliness, there is no generally accepted theory-based model of airport 

service quality nor is there a comprehensive profile of the experiences, expectations and perceptual influences of 

passengers in this setting. In their effort to develop a model on airport service quality, Fodness and Murray (2007) 

conducted a thorough study based on nearly 1 ,000 airport users. This number of respondents makes this research 

one of the most relevant studies on service quality at airport terminals. They identified 65 airport service quality 

themes. In their questionnaire, they asked airport passengers to rate the theme with aseven point scale ranging trom 

"Strongly Ag ree" (7) to Strongly Disagree". 

Fodness and Murray conclude that recent events underscore the immediacy of industry interest in the measurements 

and management of service quality at airports. By bringing logether different literatures and research paradigms 

(marketing, airport design) they generaled new insights in research on passenger terminal quality. Their research 

model is also relevant tor the design of the CP-model, developed in chapter 5. 

6.1 .2 Transter verifiers 

The studies mentioned above are categorized using the CP-model. As mentioned, appendix 13 shows the data 

collection of the six studies. This paragraph discusses each indicators of the CP-model and gives a surnmary of the 

relevant studies related to it. By grouping design aspects per indicators, the verifiers appear. 

Compactness 

Clrculatlon 

Avallablllty of space 

Spallallogle 

VlsuallnformaHon Olsplay 
Systems 

PA system and background 
acoustlcs 

Senevirante & Martel (1991), Lemer (1992}, Barros et 
ai.(20CJn, Correla et al. (2007), Fodness & Murray (20tln 
Supplementary studiBs: Ccrrels etst. (2004). De Neulv/1/e 
{2002), Bandam & Wlf8$inghs (1992) 
Senevfrante & Martel (1991 ), lemer (1992), Correla. et SI. 
(2007) 
Senevirante & Martel (1991), lemer (1992), Fodness & 
Murray (2007) 
Slipp/8meniJlly studl8s: Hul & 8a/8SOfJ (1990) 
Lemer (1992), Correla et al. (2007). Fodness & Murray 
(2007) 
SUpplementary studf6s: Edwat'ds (1998) 

Senevlral1te & Martel {1991), Lemer (1992). RllOades et 
al.(2000), Barros et al.{2007). Col'rela et al. (2007) 
Rhoades et al.(2000), Correla el al. {2007). Fodoess.& 
Murray (2007) 
SUpplemenrary studies: Dada (1997) 
Senevtrante &Martel (f991), Lemer (1992), Barros et al. 
(2007). F~ess & Morray (2007) 
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Tlèkellng 

Baggage facllltles 

SectJrfty environment 

Cnter1on 2 Offer sutf1C1ent d1vers10il 

Indicator Venfier 

auanty ol lghl 

Concesslons 

Rest rooms 

Table 6-1 I Resulls airport data analysis 

6. Leamlng trom shopping centre customers 

lemer (1992), Córrela et al. (2007), Batros et al. (2007) 

Alloedes et al.(2000), Fodness & Mufray (2007) 

Cooeia et al. (2007) 

Descnpt1on 

Senevlrante & Martel (1991) 
SUpp/8mf(ltsry stud/6s;• EdWatr1$ (1 998) 
Senevlrante & Martal (1991), Fodoess & Mutray (2007) 

Senevlrante & Martel (1991), Lemer (1992), Fodness & 
MlllTIIY (2007) 

lsmer (1992), Foltless & Mtxray (2007) 
Supp/emetllaty studl8s: EdWstrJs (1 998), AQ {2000) 
Fodness & Murray (2007) 

Lemer (1992), Barros et al. (2007), Fodness & Murray 
(2007) 
Senevlrante & Martel (1991), Barros et .al. (2007), Correla et 
al. (2007) 
Senevtrante & Martel (1991). lemer (1992), Rhoades et 
al.(2000), Correla et al. (2007} 
Rhoades et al.(2000), Barros et al. (2007} 
Supplementary studies: AC/ (2000) 

Regarding commercial places, this research uses theories about shopping centre design to ascertain the design 

criteria of commercial spaces on railway stations which generale high levels of customer appreciation. Though much 

research has been done about the design characteristics of shopping eentres (Hackett and Foxall 1994, Kirkup & 

Rafiq 1994, Guy 1994, Kido 2005), "the shopping still uses 'rules of thumbs' tor design, decor and image cues such 

as tenant placement" (Dennis et al. 2005). The scientific objectivity is though dubious. Brown (1992) points out that 

'They appear to be the outcome of a long and expensive trial and error process, NOT extensive empirica/ research. As 

such, they are in danger of being elevated into unbreakable shopping axioms'. 

Many different research angles are possible in ascertaining the essential design criteria. The starting point of many 

studies on shopping mali design (Hackett and Foxall 1994 and De nis et al. 2005) is the 27 ·image attributes of 

McGoldrick (1992). According to McGoldrick (1992) image appreciation is important at shopping mails. These images 

are formed somewhat selectively "trom a combination of factual and emotional material". Other research on shopping 
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mail design elaborates about the amount of excitement a consumer experiences (Wakefield & Baker 1998), the on

site (in vivo) evaluation of situational contexts of shopping mail (T eiler & Reutter 2007) or the interrelations of 

consumers with the shopping mali habitat (Bioch et al. 1994.). The purpose of this paragraph is to review the different 

theories about the design criteria which make a shopping centre an attractive service environment. 

6.2.1 Analysls of relevant studies 

Study 1 Van der Plas 11988 

Van der Plas studies the interaction between the shopping environment (shopping centre), consumer behaviour and 

the related programming of the shopping centre. With an extensive literature study van der Plas farms tour main 

criteria a consumer expects of a successful shopping environment: 

(1) The shopping environment has to offer the desired stimuli. 

(2) The shopping environment has to fit shopping activities. 

(3) The shopping environment has to stimulate the desired social contact and 

(4) The shopping environment has to offer adequate physical environmental conditions. In his research, safety 

and sheltering are not considered in defining the main lunetion of a shopping centre. 

Study 2 McGoldlick I 1982 

The starting point of many studies on shopping mail design (Hackett and Foxall1994, Denis et al 2005) form the 27 

image attributes of McGoldrick (1992). Denis et al (2005) incorporated other attributes lists of academie researchers 

(e.g. LeHew et al 2002, Finn and Louviere 1996, Severin et al 2001 and Hackett and Foxall 1994) to add 11 more 

attributes to the 27 image attributes. McGoldrick analyses the success factors of shopping eentres by camparing two 

shopping eentres and their customer preferences. The result is an detailed list of 27 image attributes. 

Study 3 Belll1999 

Bell suggests that intra-urban retail area patronage decisions are influenced by the image of the whole area. In 

defining the elements which have an impact on retail area choice, Bell uses the MR-model of Mehrabian and Russell 

(197 4) as the basis of his model. Five variables are considered to have an impact: (1) Quality & variety of shops & 

products, (2) Visual amenity, (3) Price faimess, (4) Convenience, and (5) Customer service. In other words, they are a 

stimulus and are responsible for a certain affect on shoppers (Arousal, dominanee or pleasure). This eventually 

affects the willingness of a shopper to buy products. 

Their study provides a framework for studying shopping area behaviour that allows consideration of consumers' 

affective responses to environmental stimuli in Iorming behaviours. The adaptation of the Mehrabian and Russell 

(197 4) model of environmental psychology provides a strong theoretica I base to this study which demonstrales a link 

between the image of retail shopping areas and the consumers' liking of the shopping area. 

Their research shows some important flaws. Important aspects such as spatial layout and ambience are not 

considered. However, since 569 respondents are involved (response rate 47%), this research gives some valuable, 

but fragmented insights on shopper design criteria. 
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Study 4 Turtey and Milliman 12000 

Turley and Milliman focus on the research conducted over the years on the effects of facility-based environmental 

cues, or "atmospherics", on buying behaviour. They redesigned the 1995 'Berman and Evans-1995' -model to 

categorize the relevant research projects. Serman and Evans divide the atmospheric stimuli or elements into tour 

categories: (A) the exterior of the store, (B) the general interior, (C) the lay-out and design variables, and (0) the point 

of purchase and decaration variables. Although their study is mainly focused on store design, essential characteristics 

also concern the entire centre environment. Pure product related variables and their introduced "Human variables" are 

not considered in our research. 

As this literature stream has evolved trom these early articles, marketing researchers have come to the realization that 

if consumers are influenced by physical stimuli experienced at the point of purchase, then the practice of creating 

influential atmospheres should be an important marketing strategy lor most exchange environments. As noted in a 

more recent artiele written by Bittner (1990), such atmospheric planning can make the ditterenee between a business 

success or failure (Turley & Milliman 2000). 

Turley and Milliman conclude that although there may besomedebate about whether the atmosphere can influence 

time spent in an environment, enough evidence is available to clearly state that the atmosphere has an effect on 

consumer spending and that variations of atmospheric variables affect the amount of money people spend and the 

number of items they purchase. 

Study 5 Ng I 2003 

According to Ng, allhough the last decade showed that social scientisl have begun to pay interest in shopping as a 

research object, environmental psychologists have yet paid liltie attention to the study of shopping environments. In 

Ng's research, previous research is discussed trom the shopper's perspective; the goal is to increase shoppers' 

satisfaction and wellbeing. Four main aspects: (1) Sensory stimulation, (2) Safety comfort and convenience, (3) 

Wayfinding and (4) Social interaction are introduced which resulted in a conceptual model tor understanding the 

shopper-environmental fit with respect to shopper's psychological needs and physical aspects of the built 

environment.. 

All the elements have their distinct consequence on shopping rnall design. In Ng's vision shopping eentres try to 

replace public space by offering many people a way to get rid of baredom through entertainment, by providing 

convenient shopping, and by being a safe, tree 'public' social space to meetand interact with others. 

Study 6 Oirks & Janssen 12003 

Dirks and Janssen analyse spatial and functional 'performance' demands of inner city shopping eentres regarding 

specific needs of different shopping centre users. According to Dirks and Janssen, liltie knowledge was available on 

the needs of shopping eentres customers. This complicates the redevelopment process of many shopping eentres 

since the design did nol match the requirements. Dirks and Janssen claim that due to this lack of knowledge valuable 

resources are spent on inadequate solutions which do not satisfy users' needs. 

Study 7 Verbunt 2005 
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Verbunt analyses the shopping environment of shopping eentres and the behaviour of its related customers. 

She defioes tour important factors which can inttuenee a customer's decision to spend time at a shopping centre . The 

first factor is the need tor comfort and a safe environment. A safe environment includes physical and social safety and 

the ability to move trom A to B in a comfortable manner. The second factor is the need tor the ability to use certain 

facilities. The ability to use rest rooms, to rest , to be informed about the actlvities at the shopping centre and to 

temporarily store baggage belong to this factor. The third factor is about the ability to attract a customer. A customer 

should recognise and indentify itself with the style of the shopping centre and the centre should provide the correct 

atmosphere. The fourth and last factor shopping eentres should supply is the ability to orientate oneself. Customers 

will have to easily find their way in the shopping centre. 

6.2.2 Shopper verifiers 

Adapt;!blflty 

McGoldrlck (1992), Turtey and MIDiman (2000), Ng (2003), 
Verbont (2005) 
Van der Plas (1988), Ng (2003), OlrM & Janssen (2003) 
McGóldrlck (1992), Ng (2003), Verbunl (2005) 
Van der Plas (1988), McGolclrld< (1 992), DlrM & Janssen 
(2003), Ng (2000). Verbont (2005), 
Dl~ & Janssen (2003) 
Supplementary shJdles: Dennis (2005} 

CUstomer tntonnatlon suppty waytlndlng Belt (1999), Van der Plas {1988), Turfey and Mllllmafl 
(2000), Ng (2003), Verb\Jnl (2005) 

Vlsuallnfonnation Display 
Systems 

Bali (1999), DlrM & Janssen (2003), Ng (2003), Verbunt 
(2005}, 

PA system and background Van der Plas (1988), Turley and Milliman (2000), Ng (2003), 
acouslics SUpplementary studiBs: Dennis (2005) 

Store cnaracteristts McGQidrlck (1992), Bell (1999}, Ng (2003), Verbunt {2005), 
SUpp/ementary stucPes: Waketleld an 8/odg8tt (1994) 

Security enwonmenl Ng (2003), Verbunl {2005) 

enterton 2 Offer suffiCient di'Jers:on 

lnc1icator 

Ouallty of light 

OUality of air 

Architecture 

Arteracts 

Floorlng 
Outdool' elemenls 

• 
Van der Plas (1988), McGoldnck (1992), DlrM & Janssen 
(2003), Turtey and Milliman (2000), Verbont (2005) 
McGoklrick (1992), Turley and Milliman {2000), Verbunt 
(2005) 
Van der Plas (l988), TUrtey and MUilman (2000), Dlrf<S & 
Jenssen {2003), Ng (2003) 
McGoklrlck {1992), Bali (1999), Turley and Milliman (2()00)1 

Dlrks & Janssen (2003), Ng (2003). Verbllll (2005) 
Turtey and Milliman (2000), Ng (2003), Dlrks & ~ 
{2003), Vertxmt (2005) 
Van der Plas (1988), Turtey and MUilmen (2000) 
Ng (2003} 
$u/}f)/smentary studies: Wakefield an Blodgstt (1994) 
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Table 6-2 I Results shopping centre data analysis 

6.3 Summary 

Van der Plas (1988), Ng (2o03), Verbunt (2005) 
McGoldrick (1992), Bell (1999}, Ng (2003), Verbunt (2005) 
McGoldrlck (1992), Ng (2003), Verbunt (2005) 
Van def Plas (1988), Dlrks & Janssen (2003), Nu (2003), 
SI.Jpplememary studies: Katam (2005) 

lf a rail terminal wants to be successful in attracting customers, it will have to satisfy the demands of bath the 

passenger and the shopper. In paragraph 7.5 we will combine the two design preferenee lists. This will lead to a 

general list of verifiers which are required to satisfy the shopper and the passenger at a terminal: The rail terminal 

customer verifiers of an attractive service environment. 
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Chapter "People spend money when and 

where they teel good. " 

Walt Dlsney 

Rail Terminal Customer Design Preferences 
A rail terminall has to satisfy the demands of bath passengers and shoppers. The verifiers derived in chapter 6 are therefore 

combined into one general list. This list of design aspects can be regarded as the most important customer quality generators. 

The CP model defined six indicators which we will call .Design Groups'. In this chapter, each paragraph discusses one design 

group and describes the relevant design aspects. 

7. Verifiers indicator 'Spatiallayout' 

1. Compactness. In designing terminal transfer space, the ease of the 

passenger or shopper to move .tor A to B is important. Compact terminal 

design means reduction of trayel time: the distance between relevant 

elements like information counter and waiting area should be minimized in 

a compact terminal design (De Neufville (2002); Correia (2004); Bandara 

and Wirasinghe (1992); Senevirante & Martel (1991 ); Lemer (1992); Barros 

et al.(2007); Correia et al. (2007); Fodness & Murray (2007); McGoldrick 

(1992); Ng (2003); Turley & Milliman (2000) and Verbunt (2005). 

Figure 7-1 

2.. Clrculatlon. Passengers at rail terminals perceive terminal circulation 

quality by accessing the amount of obstacles, level changes and the way 

these level changes are facilitated (Seneviratne & Martel (1991 ), Lemer 

(1992); Correia et al. (2007)). The need to use escalators, elevators and 

stairs is negative related to customer quality perception. Shoppers value a 

short, efficient and comfortable movement tree of barriers (Van der Plas 

Agl.ffe 7-1 I Compactness 

Flgure 7-2 I Circulation 
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(1988), Ng (2003), Dirks & Janssen (2003), Turley and Milliman (2000). an 

easy access to internaland external elements (McGoldrick (1992), Dirks & 

Janssen (2003), Verbunt (2005) arealso highly valued. Figure 7-2 

3. Avallabllity of space. Terminal design should a prevent crewding by 

supplying open spaces (Senevirante & Martel 1991, Lemer (1992), 

McGoldrick (1992), Ng (2003), Verbunt (2005) and Fodness & Murray 

(2007)). Reducing open spaces, and thus increasing the chance of 

crowding, influences the perception of control and eventually reduces 

service experience (Hui & Bateson 1990). Figure 7-3 

4. Spatlal loglc. Terminal d-esign should have spatial logic (Van der P.las 

(1988), McGoldrick (1992), (Lemer (1992); Edwards (1998) Correia et al. 

(2007), Correia et al. (2007), Dirks & Janssen (2003), Ng (2003), Verbunt 

(2005), and Fodness & Murray (2007). Spatial logic is created by clarity in 

physical layout. Easy orientation is possible via sightlines as Ng 

mentions:"shoppers should have the ability to see trom one end of the mali 

to the other". Functional hierarchy is expressed by light intensity and 

structural hierarchy. Figure 7-4 

5. Adaptabllity. Terminal design should contain high level of adaptability 

(Dirks & Janssen (2003), Dennis (2005). Adaptability is created by 

designing a terminal structure which supports flexibility in service elements 

and layout. Figure 7-5 

7 . 2 Verifiers indicator 'Customer information supply' 

6. Wayflndlng. Terminal design should provide eHective wayfinding. lt 

entails the ease with which airport customers can navigate through the built 

environment of the terminal. Wayfinding should be clear, comprehensible 

and legible (Van der Plas (1988), Seneviratne & Martel (1991 ), Lemer 

(1992), Bell (1999), Rhoades et al. (2000), Turley and Milliman (2000), Ng 

(2003), Verbunt (2005) Barros et al. (2007); Correia et al. (2007)). Several 

physical qualities can affect the wayfinding at terminal buildings. The length 

of corridors, number of decision points and the number of level changes all 

Figure7 -3 I Availability of space 

Figure 7-4 I Spatiallogic 

Flgure 7-51 Adaptability 

Figure 7-6 I Wayfinding 
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affect the orientation process in some way. See ligure 7-6 

7. Vlsuallnfonnatlon distrlbutlon systems (VlOS). Visuallnformation Display 

Systems (VlOS) are relevant lor departing and transferring passengers and 

shoppers who want information about the activities at the rail terminal. Up 

to date knowledge of information is essential lor reducing the passenger's 

and shoppers level of stress. Many studies underline the importance of this 

verifier. VlOS must be readable, available and up to date (Dada (1997), 

Dada and Wirasinghe (1999), Bell (1999), Caves and Pickard (2001 ), 

Rhoades et al (2000), Dirks & Janssen (2003), Ng (2003), Verbunt (2005), 

Correia et al. (2007), Fodness and Murray 

(2007). Figure 7-7 

8. Pubtic Alldressing system and background acoustlcs I The level of 

background noise and the ability to make one heard is an important quality 

aspect of transfer terminals and shopping centres. (Van der Plas (1988), 

Seneviratne & Martel (1991), Turley and Milliman (2000), Ng 2003, Barros 

et al. (2007)). Auditive information is essential in acquiring transfer 

information and the comprehensibility depends on speaker quality and the 

reverberation capacity of the terminal. High levels of background noise will 

stress the passenger shopper and wil! also limit customers in having social 

cantacts Lemer (1992)). See ligure 7-8. 

7 Verifiers indicator 'Care functlonal support' 

9. Ticketing I According to Peek (2006) railway stations ereale value by 

providing· customers retail and transport services. Transport services require 

a clear and easy ticketing system which provides a smooth 'check-in' 

process for passengers. Waiting rows particularly frustrats passengers and 

also passengers who are abstrucled by these lines. The ticketing facilities 

should have a short processing time (which reduces waiting lines) (Lemer 

1992, Correia et al 2007) and should be well designed (Barros et al 2007). 

This indicator is only mentioned in airport terminalliterature. Figure 7-9. 

10. Baggage facllltles. Passengers can carry a lot of luggage. The transfer 

passenger (airport or railway) demand proper baggage facilities in order to 

use the terminal in a convenient way. (Rhoades et al 2000, Fodness & 

Murray 2007). Terminals can thus be seen as a starage facility lor 

passenger baggage and should provide adequate starage facilities. This 

verifier is only mentioned in airport terminalliterature. Figure 7-10 

Figure 7-7 I VIDS 

Figure 7-8 I PA system & background 

acoustics 

Agure 7-9 I Ticketing 

Flgure 7-10 I Baggage facllities 
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11 . Branding. This verifier mainly concerns the shopper at the rail terminal 

and consist of two elements. First, !he availability of well-known retail 

formulas is valued by shopping centre customers. Weil known retail 

formulas are lor example anchor stores18
, which attract shoppers because 

they know the shopping centre has one (McGoldrick (1992), Bell (1999), 

Verbunt (2005). A second crucial design requirement, according to 

McGoldrick (1992), Bell (1999) and Verbunt (2005), is the variety of store 

offering. A customer wants to be surprised (Wakefield and Blodgett 1994) 

and according to Ng (2003) 'a positive relationship exists between 

preferenee of shopping mali areas and mystery, see tigure 7-11 

12. Securlty environment. This verifier is one of the most contraversial 

topics of recent discussions on terminal design. Atter terrorist attacks in 

New Vork, London and Madrid, many actions have been taken to increase 

terminal security. This development also has its implications on the 

experienced ambience at a Terminal: a secure feeling of the terminal 

environment should be designed and control measurements should be 

clearly visible (Correia et al. 2007). Shopper approach !he security aspect 

from a slightly different angle, here social safety is more relevant Ng (2003), 

Verbunt (2005). Figure 7-1 2. 

Flgure 7-1 1 I Store branding 

Figure 7-12 I CCTV 

7. 4 Verifiers indicator 'Ambiance' 

18 

13. Quality of light. Visual quality of the built environment is the first 

impression a passenger farms when entering service environment. The 

visual impression "sight" is an important element of the overall visual 

impression. Ouality of sight should have comfortable lighting (Van der Plas 

(1988), McGoldrick (1992), Seneviratne & Martel (1998) Turley and 

Milliman (2000), Dirks & Janssen (2003), Verbunt (2005)), which means it 

has to have a tranquil effect on the stressed customer (Edwards, 1998). 

Figure 7-13 
Flgure 7-13 I Quality of lighting 

Anchor Store: is one of the larger stores in a shopping mail, usually a department store or a major retail chain (source: ICSC 
Shopping Centre Definitions: www.icsc.org/srcMib/SCDefinitions99.pdf Accessed of September 3"' 2008. 
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14. Malntenance. Customers of a service area resent a filthy environment. 

Bath passengers (Seneviratne & Martel (1991 ),Fodness & Murray (2007)) 

and shoppers (McGoldrick (1992), Turley and Milliman (2000), Verbunt 

(2005)) value a clear fresh environment. This can be realized by supplying 

the needed equipment (litter bins) and using easy to maintain materials. 

Figure 7-14. 

15. Ouallty of Air. Transter terminals and shopping eentres can be 

consideredr as large volume buildings. This makes regulating the quality of 

air particularly ditticuit but according to Verbunt (2005), air quality "is one of 

the most important background elements of a shopping centre". Air 

temperature, humidity and cleanliness (smell and hazardous gasses) should 

thus be properly controlled in order to ereale quality tor ternninal customers 

(Van der Plas (1988), Seneviratne & Martel (1991) Lemer (1992) Turley and 

Rgure 7-14 I State of maintenance 

Milliman (2000), Dirks & Janssen (2003), Ng (2003), Verbunt (2005) and Figure 7-151 Ouality of air 

Fodness & Murray (2007)) Figure 7-15 

7. 5 Verifiers indicator 'Décor' 

16. Archltecture. According to Edwards (1998), terminal buildings have 

several primary functions. One of them is the landmark function. In order to 

lunetion as a landmark, terminals usually have an expressive architecture. 

Lemer (1992) identifies the eye-catching architecture of a terminal as a 

relevant character of the of airport terminal performance. ACI (2000). 

underlines this by indicating that airport aesthetics and style of design of 

the terminal are essential LOS' 9 aspects. Fodness and Murray (2007) 

emphasis that the airport should represent the loc al culture of the city and Figure 7-16 I eye-catching architecture 

an airport should have 'a current décor'. Shopping mali customers also 

value the overall architecture of the service environment McGoldrick (1992), 

Turley and Milliman (2000), Dirks & Janssen (2003), Ng (2003). The 

shopping area should be pleasing to look at (Bell, 1999) and should have a 

distinct architectural style (Verbunt, 2005)). Figure 7-16. 

17. Artworks. Art can be used tor various functional applications (Turley and 

Milliman, 2000). Art can shorten the perception of waiting time, it can 

tunetion as a point of relerenee (Ng (2003) Dirks & Janssen (2003)) lor 

tour.ists to gather an.d airport passengers and shopping centre visitors also 

19 LOS: Level of Service 

Figure 7-17 I Artworks 
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appreciate it as an object which increases the 'ambience' of the terminal 

and can 'entertain' taurist (Verbunt (2005), Fodness & Murray (2007)). 

Figure 7-17. 

18. Aoorlng. The quality and type of floor are discussed in several studies 

(Van der Plas, Turley and Milliman 2000)). According to them, proper flooring 

is essential lor customer perception of quality and safety. Shoppers view this 

element as a separate part of the shopping centre and thus is discussed next 

to shopping centre architecture. This verifier is only discussed in shopping 

centre literature. Figure 7-18. 

19. Outdoor/green elements. The presence of water, plants and greenery is 

mentioned by Ng (2003) as ways to enhance a tranquil atmosphere at 

shopping een tres. According to Wakefield and Blodgett (1994, it eases the 

busy shopper. Although airport literature does nat mention this verifier, it is 

plausible that outdoor elements could also have a tranquil eHect on 

passen gers. Figure 7-19. 

7. 6 Verifiers indicator 'Personal care' 

20. Productlvity (wol1</study). A large proportion of passengers at airports 

(and railway stations as well) are business related. These passengers are 

particularly interesting since !heir spending budget is significantly higher than 

regular passengers (e.g. tourists) (Van Hagen 2003). Business passengers 

expect several functions to be available at transfer terminals. Barros et al. 

(2007) and Lemer (1992) suggest car rental services and Fodness and 

Murray (2007) suggest the availability of conference eentres and business 

facilities. Shopping mall literature does notmention this verifier (figure 7-20). 

21. Seatlng I Passengers will inevitably have to spend time waiting at a 

transfer terminal, due to delays ar other activities. Sealing is greatly valued 

during these times. Sevirante & Martel (1991 ), Barros et al. (2007) and 

Correia et al (2007) all indicate that the quality of sealing facilities, the 

availability of sealing and the quality itself are important aspects in spending 

time at transfer terminals. Van der Plas (1988), Ng (2003), Verbunt (2005) 

also view 'sealing' facilities as important elements tor customer appreciation. 

Since shopping centre visitors walk quite some distances, Verbunt mentions 

Figure 7-18 1 Flooring 

Figure 7-19 I Green elements 

Rgure 7-20 I Productivity 

Flgure 7-21 I Seating 
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that shoppers value a place to relax (tig ure 7-21 ). Seneviratne and Martel 

(1991) indicate that furniture is an important aspect of terminal design. In 

!heir opinion, furniture can have a large impact in 1he conception of terminal 

quality. 

22. Avallablllty concesslons I Concesslons are gainlng importance during time 

spent at a service environment (Bitner, 1992). In defining the quality of 

concessions, available at transfer terminal, three elements are important: 

variety of relall facilities (McGoldrick (1992), Lemer (1992) Rhoades et al. 

(2000) and Correia et al. (2007), ease of access to the concesslons and the 

number of avallab Ie concessions, (Seneviratne & Martel (1991 ), Bel I (1999), 

Ng (2003), Verbunt (2005)). The concesslons support personal actlvities in 

maintaining life. According to Csickszentmihalyi & Graef (1980) they mainly 

support the maintenance of the passenger's body (e.g. lood and beverage). 

Fodness and Murray (2007) mention that national known relall outiets and 

chain restaurants are important eye catchers (figure 7 -22). 

23. Rest rooms I The fourth verifier of Personal Care is rest rooms quality 

(toilets and places tor personal hygiene). Suftleient availability of clean rooms 

(Rhoades et al. (2000)), of places tor refreshments (drinking water, Barros et 

al. 2000) are frequently mentioned in literature. The ACI (2000) also included 

restrooms in !heir quality perception query on lts associated airports. The 

overall standard (cleanliness), number/availability and ease of finding these 

restrooms are important elements of this verifier (McGoldrick (1992), Ng 

(2003), Verbunt (2005)) (figure 7-23). 

24. Social interaction I This verifier is mainly found in shopping centre 

literature. Shopping eentres do nol only facilitate the need of people to shop. 

Many people, present at shopping eentres want to have social contact 

(Karam, 2005). According to Ng (2003): "Social interaction is an important 

motive tor going shopping". The level of communication possibilities (van der 

Plas (1988), Dirks & Janssen (2003)) and vis u al contact (Ng 2003) are 

important design elements which facilitate social interaction (figure 7-24). 

A gure 7-22 I Availabifity of concesslons 

Rgure 7-24 I Social interaction 
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7. 7 Final model 

After having analysed all the studies concerning customer perception of the service environment trom the passengers 

and shoppers perspective, the tinal CP-model for rail terminals can be designed. Figure 7-25 shows the model. 

0 ffcr <Hl ,J ((fJCII'JL! ',CfVlll! CIIVI!Oflll!Cfll 

0 I! er sulticten I dt'JurSion 

..... Cust•)mer ~rception of an attmctive rail terminal depends on these service environment design aspects 

Figure 7-251 Final Customer Perception Model 

7.8 Summary 

This chapter consolidates all the verifiers of passenger perception of the two industries into one single model. The six 

indicators (Spatiallayout, Customer information supply, Gore functional support, Ambience, Décor and Personal care) 

are described by a total of 24 verifiers; relevant specific elements of a successful terminal design. 

The model indicates all the verifiers that are according to studies of importance tor enhancing customer perception of 

the service environment. Although the 24 found design aspects makes it possible to narrow the focus in the design 

process, the sheer number (24) still makes it hard tor a designer (or design group) to decide what focus will be 

applied. A more specrtied insight in the relevanee of the verifiers on passenger perception can help terminal designers 

in making the right design choices during the complicated design process. Part three will address this challenge. 
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Part three. 
Fo u 
The 24 design elements derived in Part Two are essential in creating a positive customer 

perception. However in a design process. resources are limited and strategie choices on 

resources thus have to be made. This part analyses which design aspects should be preterred 

in the design process, in order to achleve an optima! service environment for the rail terminal 

customer. Chapter 8 brlefly discussas the expert survey used tor this research and chapter 9 

elaborates about the data-analysls. 
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Chapter 

Expert Survey 

"The most expensive solutions are nat 

always the smartest ones " 

Hans van Gelderen 
Prorail 

The 24 design preferences of rail terminal customers, defined in chapter 7 cannot all be directly applied in the design process. 

24 focus aspects are simply toa many aspects to focus your design strategy on. In order to make use of the design preferences 

we have to know which aspects are more preter more attention during the design phase than others. Since rail terminals have 

to satisfy two types of customers, the design preferences may vary. This research uses an expert survey to generale the focus 

needed in the design phase. Two groups of experts will be consulted. The first group are professionals in hub development. 

Their knowledge and experience on successful hub development will deliver the focus farm a passenger's perspective. To 

acquire the shopper's perspective, experts from the retail industry are approached. The expert survey will give us two interesting 

focuses in the design process and will help us to answer the second research question. This chapter will describe the process 

of developing the survey. First, the survey design will be discussed (§ 8.1) and secondly, the survey details (case description, 

expert panel, panel objective) are introduced in paragraph§ 8.2. 

8 . 1 Survey Design 

The expert survey, conducted in this research provides results alter the completion of six phases (Figure 8-1). 

Flgure 8-1 I Design phases 
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The first step stales !he goals which the expert survey wil I need to achieve. Th is step results in a survey mission 

document. The document is used as guidance in defining the design criteria of the site (sub paragraph 2). Here 

several design alternatives are discussed and this phase conetudes with the design specification document. The third 

phase is the design phase (sub paragraph 3) and results in a online Beta-version. This beta version is tested in phase 

4 (sub paragraph 4). The testing pllase collects valuable feedback and eventually results in the final version. Once 

tested a final check is conducted and the site continues into the filth phase: Go live. The filth phase will collect the 

data for the last phase: analysis. This phase wil I bedescribed in a separate chapter, chapter 9. 

8.1 .1 Step one: State goals 

The 24 design preferences defined in chapter 7 are customer based. Although they are all valued by the rail terminal 

customer, it is nol practical in defining the focus in rail terminal design. 24 criteria is clearly too much, no focus can 

be possible and since resources (e.g. financial resources and space) are limited a shortlist will have to be developed. 

T o be able to advise !he NS on what design aspects they will have to pref er in rail terminal design if they want to 

successfully develop an attractive rail terminal for passengers and shoppers, we will have to know what aspects are 

more relevant than others and we will have to know what design aspects show a large discrepancy in preference. 

Survey Mlssion: this research uses an expert survey to utillze the expertise of professionals from !he transportand 

retail industry to focus !he design aspects and to lndicate potentlallarge discrepancies in preference. 

8. 1 .2 Step two: Preliminary design criteria 

10 

Once the survey mission has been stated, a clear methad to extract !he relevant information is designed. Alter several 

interviews with NPC consultants, the following criteria were stated: 

• The survey should have a minimum of 20 respondents of each expert group 

• Each expert group should consist of at least five different companies 

• The survey should produce a ranking in design aspects 

Respondents. To besure that the initial response rate would result in 20 (minimum for statistical analysis) or more, 

respondents 35 respondents per expert group were chosen. Alter identifying the refevant industry representation 

fields (e.g. airport designers), the group was formed by sending an invitation by mail. To be sure that the initial 

response rate would result in more than 20 respondents, experts were approach via and NPC or personal connection. 

Th is formed an endorser and resulted in a response rate of 72% at the transport group and 97% at the retail group20. 

Ranking systBm. In order to acquire a priority list of design aspects this survey used a two layered raking system. 

In !he first step experts divided !he design aspects into three groups: 

• Yes, this is certainly a priority (++) 

• Yes, this should be considered (+) 

• This is nol really a priority (0) 

1 out of 27 transport respondents and 1 out of 38 retail respondents negleeled the invitation 
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The second step asked the experts to value the aspects ill the three groups separately. Each group consisled of eight 

aspects and by scoring each element a second ranking was achieved. Eventually, this resulted in a ranking of the 24 

design aspects per expert group. 

lpdc 10 atm& --iaiiJiarlllf 8UIVI'I 
Step one: divide the 24 deslgn aspecls lnto the thnte gruupa 
Step two: rank the 8 design aspects in the group its8lf 

8.1.3 Step three: Design basic structure & layout 

The design criteria are the input tor the basic design of the beta-version of the site. The site consistsof a front-end 

and a back-end. The front-end was designed in a clear structure where six 'chapters' are introduced (chapters 

mentioned above) and illustrated in tigure 8-2. 

Figure 8-2 I Site structure 

8.1 .4. T esting 

The testing phase took eight days and consisled of two parts. Part one was the analysis of the site's structure and the 

textual information. The second part was about the interaction design of the ranking system. The test panel consisled 

of live members. 

Most important points of feedback: 

• Reduce information significantly 

• Provide better instructions 

• Provide more interaction 

• Use consistent terminology 

8.1.5 Go live 

The site went online at Monday 17th November 2008, and the participants were sent an email to respond. Since site 

development and testing took a considerable amount of time and the deadline tor preliminary data results was 

Tuesday November the 251
h 2008, respondents were encouraged to respond as soon as possible. The graphic below 

shows the data input into the sites database and appendix 11 shows several impressions of the site. 
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To sirnulale the stressed situation, suggested by Bertolini & Spit (1998), this research uses a ticlive new rail terminal 

development project: Oen Oolech Central Station. 

8.2.1 Den Dolech Central Station, 2014 

Oen Oolech is a Outch top live city, with 400.000 inhabitants, located in the heart of the Netherlands. In 2006, a 

unique redevelopment project has been initialed by the municipality of Oen Dolech. The project consists of a large 

farmer industrial area in the heart of the city which will be redeveloped into a new vivid city district. T oday, after 8 

years, the city district has attracted thousands of new inhabitants and new companies, increasing Den Oolech's 

population to over 500.000 inhabitants. 

In 201 0, the city of Den Dolech joined the European High-speed rail network. The inlegration of Den Dolech Central 

station in the European High-speed network was a boost tor Den Dolech's city tourism. 

The large amount of new city inhabitants, the conneetion to the European High-speed rail network and the steady 

growth of railway users in the Netherlands toreed the Outch government, Oen Oolech municipality, the Outch railway 

company NS and Prorail in 2012 to !hink about redeveloping the old Den Dolech railway station and plans tor a brand 

new rail terminal are proposed. 

Oue to its inner city position the new terminal wil! have to service two types of customers: (international) railway 

passengers and shoppers. 
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8.2.2 Objective participants 

Two investors are attracted to develop in Den Dolech 's new rail terminal. 

lnvestor A wants to generale as much passenger value at the rail terminal (best travel experience). 

lnvestor B has the objective to generale as much shopper value at the rail terminal (best shopping 

experience). 

Previous literature studies produced a list of 24 customer design preferences. Since resources (space and financlal 

resources) are limited in any development project, investor A and B will have to prioritize !heir investments. Each 

investor asks advice from a consultancy firm to focus !heir investments. 

You are a member of one of the two consultancy firms: Transfer Gonsuiting Group (TGG) or RetRaillnc. 

TCG: You have to advise lnvestor A, that wants to develop a successful transfer-tunetion in the rail terminal. Your 

expertise will help lnvestor A to succeed in creating an attractive transfer hub. What focus in the design process (most 

important points of attention during the design process) should investor A prefer? 

Partielpants who have to advise on generating as much value lor the passenger work in diHerent fields of expertise 

and work in governmental organizations (Prorail, Ministustry VenW), rail industry (NPC, NS Poort, NSC and EPF) and 

airport industry (NACO, Schiphol). They all share one common customer: the passenger. See Appendix 12 lor the list 

of partleipants of the TCG group. 

n .. :11lln . You have to advise lnvestor B, that wants to develop a successful shopping-tunetion in the rail terminal. 

Your expertise on design principles of urban retail agglomerations will help lnvestor B to succeed in creating an 

attractive retail centre. What focus in the design process (most important points of attention during design process) 

should investor B consider? See Appendix 13 tor the list of partielpants of the ReiRail group. 
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Chapter '~ railway station should nat be a 

cold shower but a warm bath" 

Mark van Hagen 

NSMOA 

Analysis of data 
The data acquired in the expert survey is used lor a three step analysis. First the data will be used to delermine each sectors 

hierarchy in prioritising the design aspects (§ 9.1 ). The second step of the data analysis combines the two lists, generaled in 

paragraph one to ereale insight in the overall impact of the design aspect on rail terminal experience (§ 9.2). The third analysis 

step wilt indicate large discrepancies by pertorming severall statistical tests. (§ 9.3). 

9. Hierarchy in design aspects 

21 

In order to be able to answer our second main research question, a ranking wilt have to be applied in the twenty-four 

aspects. The expert survey delivered two lists of rankings which are derived by calculating the respondent group 

means. Appendix 14 shows the complete scoring lists. One list consists of prioritised design aspects which ereale as 

optimal transfer experience lor the passenger and one list consists of prioritised design aspects which ereale optimal 

shopping experiences lor the shopper. This research uses the theory of Maslow's hierarchy of needs21 to visualise 

bath lists. The lowest design aspects are the most basic design aspects which have to be considered 1!0 enable 

customer experience. Once this design aspect has been realised, more design aspects can be included in the design. 

The top design aspects can be regarded as Maslow's points of self actualisation (Maslow 1943): the highest possible 

design aspect in order to pursue positive customer experiences. First the hierarchy of creating passenger experience 

Maslow's hierarclw of needs is predeterrnined in order of importance. lt is often depicted as a pyramid consisting of live levels: the 

first lower level is being associatedl with Physiological needs, while the top levels are termed growth needs associated with 

psychological needs. Deficiency needs must be met first. Once these are met, seeking to satisfy growth needs drives personal 

growth. The higher needs in this hierarchy only come into focus when the lower needs in the pyramid are met. Once an individual 

has moved upwards to the next level, needs in the lower level wilt no longer be prioritised (Lim, Cwisfa; Khruschev, Vesh 2002). 
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is visualised (lig ure 9-1) and discussed. Second, the hierarchy in designing an attractive environment lor shoppers is 

given (figure 9-2) and discussed. The design aspects are divided in three groups: > 0 - 8,0 points = low priority, > 

8,0- 16,0 points = medium priority, > 16,0- 24 points = high priority 

9.1.1 Hierarchy in creating transfer experience for passengers 
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Figure 9-1 I Hierarchy in creating transfer experience lor passengers at rail terminals 

The hierarchy model shows six design aspects which can be regarded as high priority aspects lor creating a positive 

transfer experience lor passengers. These design aspects lnclude: spatlal logic (21,22), wayfinding (20,61), 

circulation (20, 48), availability of space (18,22), state of maintenance (16, 70) and compactness (16, 43). 
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Many design aspect have a mean scoring between 8 and 16 points. The can be regarded as medium priority design 

aspect. Since the number of design aspects is large, the aspects are divided in two equally large groups. Group one 

(medium-high priority) is described by the aspects ticketing systems (15,87), quality of light (14,87), seating (14,61 ), 

VlOS (14,26), PA system and acoustics (13,96) and branding {13,65). The second group entails availability of 

concessions (11 ,30), flooring (11, 13) , restrooms (1 0, 43), architecture (1 0, 30), quality of air {8, 65). Low priority is 

rendered to design aspects artworks {5, 00), security environment {5,22), baggage faci/ities {6, 17), outdoor/green 

elements (6,30), social interaction {6,39) and productivity (7,52). 

9.1.2 Hierarchy in creating shopping experience tor shoppers 
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Figure 9-2 r Hierarchy in creating shopper experience for passengers at rail terminals 
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The hierarchy of design aspects to ereale an attractive shopper environment clearly show different scorings. The high 

priority group of design aspects consistsof tour elements: spatia//ogic (19,39), wayfinding (17,61), branding (16,65) 

and state of maintenance (16,39). These design aspects are the first design aspect which will have to be integrated in 

the design process in order to ereale environment which attract shoppers. 

The medium priority group is also divided into two groups. Group one, the medium-high priority group are design 

aspect that have means close to 16 points or are well above the mean of the medium priority group (12). The design 

aspects are: availability of space (15,7 4), qua/ity of light (15, 39), circulation {15, 13), availability of concessions, 

security environment (14,57), compactness (14,26), adaptability (13,83) and ticketing systems (13,35). The second 

group, the medium-low group contests of mainly personal care and decor design aspects: restrooms (11, 13), VlOS 

(11,09), productivity (11 ,04}, quality of air (10,83), flooring {10,04), sealing {9,87), social interaction {9, 17) and 

baggage facilities {8,39). 

Low priority is rendered to only three design aspects. These aspects can be regarded as the final elements in 

achieving an optima! customer environment lor shoppers: outdoor/green elements (7,96), PA systems and acoustics 

(7, 1 7) and artworks. 

Although both groups seem to have many similarities in scoring, several design aspects {e.g. circulation) seems to be 

valued different by the two expert panels. In order to give a clear overview of the discrepancies in scoring between the 

two expert groups, paragraph two introduces the Priority Matrix. 

Priority matrix 

The two priority list discussed in 

paragraph one can be compared by 

introducing a 3 x 3 matrix. Each expert 

panel will use one axis. The horizontal 

axis indicates the means scorlng of the 

transport industry. Design aspects 

which should receive the highest 

priority are plotled on the lar right of 

the matrix. On the vertical axis , the 

scoring means of the shopper experts 

are presented. Elements which can be 

found at the basis of the priority 

hierarchy discussed in paragraph one 

{the highest means) can be found at the 

top of the matrix. When we use the 

same 0-8-16-24 scale as in paragraph 
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Figure 9-3 i The 3x3 priority matrix 
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one, the following matrix can be drawn as show in ligure 9-3. In this matrix six different types of design aspects can 

be defined . 

Field 1 Essential Design Aspect: lf a design aspect has a mean ranking of sixteen points or higher by bath expert 

groups, it is considered to be a design aspect which is certainly a mutual priority in the design process. This design 

aspect will be relerred as an 'essential design aspect' 

Field 2 Strategie Design Aspect : 11 a design aspect has a mean ranking of sixteen points or higher of by one expert 

group and a ranking of eight to sixteen trom the other respondent group, bath groups confirm it's priority, though one 

respondent group does not consider it a high priority. Th is is a 'strategie design aspect' since this aspect can lullil one 

group's specific needs while the other group are also appreciates the effort. 

Field 3 Common Design Aspect: 11 a design aspect has a mean ranking between eight sixleen points by bath 

respondent groups it is considered to be a design aspect which shares mutual medium priority in the design process. 

This design aspect will be relerred as a 'common design aspect '. Bath confirm the consideration but do nol rank it as 

a top priority. 

Field 4 Dominant Design Aspect: lf a design aspect has a mean ranking of sixleen points or higher of by one of the 

groups and a ranking of one to eight trom the other respondent group, one group values it as a high priority, though 

one the other respondent group does nat consider it a priority at all. This design aspect is relerred to as a 'dominant 

design aspect'. This design aspect can cause discussions during the design process since respondent groups ranking 

show a great discrepancy. 

Field 5 Tactic Design Aspect: This aspect is valued as a medium priority by only one group. After the negotiations 

about the most important design aspects, these tactic design aspects can enhance the service experience of one of 

the two customers at a rail terminal and are therefore useful further down the negotiation process. 

Field 6 Perfection Design Aspect: lf a design aspect is not considered as a high or medium priority by bath respondent 

groups, the design aspect will be. discussed at the end of \he design process. 1t is clearly disregarded as a prescriplive 

design aspect tor customer satisfaction. The design aspect will however enhance customer perception of the rail 

terminal when the other priorities are met. 

Figure 9-4 shows the resulting 3x3 matrix with all the twenty-four design aspects. The experts who participated in the 

transfer group serve the passenger and their ticlive case-company was named TCG. The shopping experts served 

shoppers and worked during the expert survey lor RelRail inc. Table 9-1 shows an overview of the specific design 

aspects per matrix group and ligure 9-5 shows the priority matrix and the number of design aspects each field it 

represents. 
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Essential Design Aspects 

Design Aspect 4 Spalial Logic 

Design Aspect 6 Wayfinding 

Design Aspect 14 State of maintenance 

Strategie Design Aspects 

Design Aspect 11 (Relevant tor group B) Branding 

Design Aspect 1 (Relevant tor group A) Compactness 

Design Aspect 3 (Relevant lor group A) Availability of space 

Design Aspect 2 (Relevant lor group A) Circulation 

Common Design Aspects 

Design Aspect 13 Ouality of light 

Design Aspect 9 Tlckenng 

Design Aspect 22 Availability Concessions 

Design Aspect 5 Adaptability 
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Design Aspect 7 VIDS 

Design Aspect 21 Sealing 

Design Aspect 23 Restroom quality 

Design Aspect 18 Flooring 

Design Aspect 16 Architecture 

Design Aspect 15 Air Quality 

Field 4 Dominant Design Aspects 

- -

Field 5 TacUc Design Aspects 

Design Aspect 8 (Relevant lor group A) PA system and acoustics 

Design Aspect 12 (Relevant lor group B) Security Environment 

Design Aspect 20 (Relevant lor group B) Productivity 

Design Aspect 24 (Relevant lor group B) Social interaction 

Design Aspect 10 (Relevant lor group B) Baggage lacilities 

Field 6 Perfection Design aspects 

Design Aspect 19 Outdoor /green e/ements 

Design Aspect 17 Artworks 

Table 9-1 I design aspectsper matrix group 
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9. 3 Statistica! analysis of Conflicting design aspects 

As mentioned in a NS 2005 study, one of the main reasans lor a sub optima! rail terminal design are conflicling 

stakeholder interest. Large discrepancies in scoring can represent these conflicting interesis and could indicate a 

serious threat to the design process and overall rail terminal quality. In order to advise the NS to achieve optima! rail 

terminal design quality, these potential conflicts should be detected. 

A first comparison between the means of the design aspect scorings per respondent group indicates live large 

discrepancies. Here lhe means of aspect 2, 8, 12, 20, 21 and 22 ditter more lhan 3,5 points between the two 

respondent groups. Table 9-2 shows the scorings of the six design aspects with the largest discrepancies in scoring 

and appendix 15 shows the discrepancies in scoring lor each design aspect. 

Design Aspect MeanA MeanB Difference 
2 Circulation 20,48 15,13 5,35 
8 PA system and acoustics 13,96 7,17 6,79 
12 Security environment 5,22 14,57 -9,35 
20 Productivity 7,52 11,04 -3,52 
21 Sealing 14,61 9,87 4,74 
22 Availability concessions 11,3 14,83 -3,53 

Table 9-2 I Scorings of the six design aspects with the largest discrepancies in scoring 

To ascertain the significanee of the discrepancies, we will perfarm I-tests as statistica! analysis method. By 

pertorming these tests, this research can indicate with a better accuracy the real potential conflicting design aspects. 

The purpose of this series of tests is to ascertain if there is a significant ditterenee in the equality of means. Appendix 

16 shows lhe SPSS output of the I-tests. Below, table 9-3 shows the design aspects where difference in equality of 

means is nol assumed. 

Design Aspect 

2 Circulation 
6 Wayfinding 
8 PA system and acoustics 
12 Security environment 
21 Sealing 

Slgnillcane6 

0,029 
0,002 
0,517 
0,000 
0,280 

Table 9-31 Design aspects which shownoprooi of equality of means 

95% confidence interval of the 

Lower 
1.925 
0,313 
3,440 
-12,757 
1,677 

dlfference 
Up per 
8,771 
5,687 
10,126 
-5,938 
7,801 

The conflicting design aspects which are confirmed are: circulation, PA system and acoustics, security environment 

and sealing. Design aspect Wayfinding also shows a ditterenee a significant difference in equality of means. However 

since wayfinding is regarded as a essential design aspect, bath groups value it as important, this design aspect will 

most probably will nol cause potential conflicts in terminal design. 
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Par our. 
Results 
Alter having revealed the results of the data analysis, the answer 

to our research questions and practical recommendations can be 

given. First general conclusions are introduced and secood 

practical implications regarding NPC's experience based Circle of 

Fivec location scan will be discussed. The second chapter of this 

part concerns a discussion on this research findings and a 

personal evaluation. 
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Conclusions 

1 Ü 1 General conclusions 

1 0.1 .1 List of design aspects 

Chapter 11Feel welcome and at ease, that 

is the core of a high quality 

rai/way station experience. ,, 

Evelien de Munck Mortier 
NS Poort 

This research provides two detailed lists of design aspects which are essential in order to satisty the dernands of the 

two customers of future rail terminals: the passenger and the shopper. The two lists show a large number of similar 

design aspects (e.g. circulation and quality of light). However, they also provide a lew important relevant design 

aspects required to lullil a more specific need (e.g. branding). The lists can be combined to farm the overall list and 

therefore the first research question can be answered. Below the list of twenty-four relevant design aspects: 

Compactness 

Circulation 

Availability of space 

Spatiallogic 

Adaptability 

Wayfinding 

Visual information distribulion 

PA system and background acouslics 

Ticketing systems 

Baggage facilities 

Branding 

Security environment 

Table 10-1 I The twenty-four design aspects 

Ouality of Light 

State of Maintenance 

Ouality of Air 

Architecture 

Artworks 

Flooring 

Outdoor/green elements 

Productivity 

Sealing 

Availability concessions 

Rest rooms 

Social interaction 
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1 0.1.2 Focus on design 

To introduce a priority in the twenty-four design aspects, the list acquired by research question one was prioritised by 

two industry expert groups. This resulted in two prioritised lists of design aspects. These lists were transformed into 

two hierarchic lists based on Maslow's theory: the bottam design aspects are the most essential in generating 

customer experience. Since rail terminals will have to serve bath types of customers (passengers and shoppers) bath 

list can be used to de fine a focus in the design process. 

This research provides a Priority Matrix (paragraph 9.2) to define al list of most important design aspects which should 

be preterred during the design process. From this Priority Matrix, a step by step focus path can be derived. This will 

provide us with de focus needed to answer !he second research question. 

> Step one: Focus on Essen/ia/ Design Aspects ... 

The Priority Matrix generaled three essential design aspects: spatial /ogic, wayfinding and state of maintenance. 

These aspects can be considered as most important in creating customer experience at rail terminal and should be 

the leading design elements during the first hours of the design process. Spatial logic requires a simple layout, so 

customers can easily farm a mental map. lt requires sightlines and functional hierarchic elements in terminal design. 

Wayfinding should ensure the terminal customers that they arrive at the right place without toa much effort. Clear, 

comprehensive and legible signing is crucial. The last design aspect is the state of maintenance. Terminal design 

should clearly show ownership. Durable high quality design elements and a low maintenance and an easy to maintain 

design should be the starting point of successful rail terminal design. 

> Step two: Focus on Strategie Design Aspects ... 

T o enhance passenger experience on a rail terminal three strategie design aspects (compactness, availability of space 

and circulatiorf} should be chosen. Passengers value short walking lines since they usually periarm under stressing 

situations. A compact rail terminal design therefore should provide direct access to the passengers main transfer 

elements. During the time spent at rail terminals, passengers also greatly value the availability of space. A crowded 

transfer space stresses passengers and reduces overview. Open spaces and wide transfer paths should thus be 

included in a successful terminal design . The last element to enhance the passenger experience at the rail terminal is 

by providing sufficient circulation. This means that level changes should be avoided as much as possible and in case 

of level changes, sufficient facilities should be aväilable to ensure a smooth journey. 

To enhance shopper experience on a rail terminal, one strategie design aspect is of importance: store branding. 

Shoppers are attracted to well known retail formulas and therefore, brands are vital to ereale an attractive 

environment tor shoppers. Without a divers attractive retail offer with saveral anchor stores rail terminals willlose the 

interesis of shoppers since nearby competing inner-city shopping eentres are always available. 

One striking conclusion is that no dominant design aspects were measured. Since NS research (2005) suggested that 

conflicting interesis resulted in scattered contemporary rail terminal designs, we certainly expected to find saveral 
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dominant design aspects. However. this could be regarded as a posilive point in the design process since large 

discrepancies between expert rankings could indicate a potential cause lor conflict. 

> Step three: Focus on Gomman Design Aspects ... 

Ten design aspects are valued as relatively important by bath expert groups. They concern the following design 

aspects: 

• The ambiance of the rail terminal (quality of light, quality of air), 

• The ability of customers to spend time on activities related to personal care (availability of concessions, sealing 

facilities, restrooms qualit!J, 

• The decor of the rail terminal (flooring and architecture) 

• The ability of the terminal to adapt to customer desires (adaptabilit!J 

• The ability of deliver up to date visual information (visual information display systems) 

• The ability to support care functions of the rail terminal by serving adequate ticketing systems (ticketing systemS}. 

> Step tour: Focus on Tactic Design Aspects 

More passenger experience is further created by offering a well designed Public Addressing system and by adequate 

back ground acoustics (this is achieved by reducing reverberation). This design aspect enables the passenger to 

understand messages about rail operations and also enhances the possibilities to communicate. 

More shopping experience is further created by introducing the design aspects security environment, productivity, 

social interaction and baggage facilities. Shopping eentres provide a social lunetion (hence the priority lor a design 

which supports social interaction). An important condition (especially lor elder people) is the presence of a safe 

environment. Baggage facilities should enable greater mobility to the shopper. Last productivity design aspects should 

also be considered (e.g. car rental services). 

> Step live: Focus on Perfection Design Aspects ... 

Green elements (fountains, trees and indoor parks} and artworks are the last two design elements which are 

introduced to the terminal design to ereale customer value. The low priority of these design aspects does nat mean 

that terminal customer nol value them, they just farm the top of the hierarchies of bath expert groups in achieving 

optimal customer experience. 

> But stay alert, discrepancies in scorings 

Relatively large discrepancies where measured at six design aspects: circulation. PA system and acoustics, security 

environment, sealing facilities, productivity and availability of concessions. Statistical analysis (Appendix 15) however 

could only confirm significant relevant discrepancies in the scoring of the first tour aspects. These design aspects 

should be closely manilored since they can ereale discusslons about design preference. 
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Further, many design aspects are centred near the diagonal axis and 10 of the 24 design aspects are located in the 

common design aspect field. This could indicate that the research methad used to ascertain the priorities of industry 

experts (by calculating the mean value) has its practicallimitations. 

1 Ü . 2 Practical impllcations 

The results trom this research can be used by the NS to enhance the quality of rail terminal designs. This study uses 

NPC's Circle of Five, an experienced based model and tooi, as a starting point to discover how the results of this 

research can lead to practical gains. 

1 0.2. 1 The Circle of Five"" 

The Circle of Five® is an experience based model 

that represents NPC's vision on location 

development. The model is founded on the notion 

that location development issues should be 

approached inlegrally by combining various 

disciplines. In analogy with the model used in the 

lood industry, live main constructs have been 

determined that should be included in the 

development process to come to a 'healthy' 

location. These live main aspects are Asset 

Management, Mobility and Logistics, Safety & 

Security, Design, and Exploitation. They are 

combined in the Circle of Five® that instantly 

shows !heir interdependence (Figure 1 0-1 ) (van 'I 

Hof 2008). 

Rgure 10-1 I The Circle of Five® with its live main aspects (Ritzema 2008) 

From this model, an instrument was constructed to analyse healthy locations (e.g. rail terminals) or to imprave existing 

locations. Th is 'Location Scan' is used to judge a location on the live constructs by weighing and scoring the location 

on 15 predietors tor each construct, resulting in weighed scores on 75 predietors in total (See Appendix 17: 75 NPC 

Circle of Five predictors). The weighted scores are generaled as follows: 

• Interviews with the elient generale a weighting of a predictor. The higher the score, the more important the 

predietor (See 'relevance' tigure 1 0-2) and the darker the colour of the predietor (figure 1 0-3) 

• Independent scoring tor the elements by NPC certified consultants. This results in the size of the predietor in 

the performance projection. The maximum score is 5 which means a well designed predietor in the design. 

(See 'Score' tigure 1 0-2). A high score is visualised in tigure 10-3 by the lengthof the predictor. 
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Figure 1 Q-2 I The Circle of Five® two step ranking system 
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Rgure 1 0-3 I Predietors of construct explotation 

The Circle of Five® has proven itself to be a useful instrument in location development, and various Location Scans 

have already been carried out successfully. This suggests that the instrument contains the important elements and 

useful predietors to judge a location's condition. However, !he predietors are experience based and need a scientific 

underpinning with which they can be validated. Results from this study can help NPC's Circle of live© in two ways: 

1. Verification of predietors (which were ascertained from an experience based approach) and make 

recommendations lor new relevant predictors. 

2. Make recommendations about the importance of the predietors for the two specific elient wishes: 

• lf a elient wants to check the terminal design of commercial functionality (and attractiveness), this 

research can indicate specific predietors which should be considered as very important design 

aspects(dark colour) 

• lf a elient wants to check the terminal design on transfer functionality (and attractiveness), this 

research can indicate specific predietors which should be considered as very important design 

aspects (dark colour). 

1 0.2.2 Verificalion of predietors which are ascertained from an experience based approach. 

The comparison between the 24 customer design aspects, acquired in chapter 7 and the 75 predietors have resulted 

in the verification of 27 predictors. This number is greater than 24, since several design aspects can be described by 

more than one predictor. Regarding the construct 'Design' almast all predietors are verified. This means that the 

extensive literature research on successful service environments found similar aspects. The only construct which has 

not been verified is 'Spatial embedding' . Th is is nol a surprise si nee it concerns itself about the spatial embedding of 

the terminal in its surroundings. This was not considered in this research since chapter 2 clearly defines the scope of 

the rail terminal. Appendix 18 shows the validation 27 of the 75 predictors, 

Seven predietors of the construct 'Exploitation' are verified. Important to mention is that this research produced live 

design aspects which could fall under predietor Facilities level. This is lacks profundity and this research advises on 

considering a more in-detail approach to this predietor since all of the related design aspects are important to the 
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terminals customer and many of the related design aspects are raked as a preterred design aspect in the design 

process by bath respondent groups. This research also verifies two predietors of construct Safety and tour of Mobility 

& Logistics. None of the Asset management elements where verified at all. One of the main causes could be found 

the tact that many of the three constructs above concern other stakeholders of the service environment than 

customers. 

Four design aspects are nat considered in NPC's circle of live. Two of them should according to this research be 

preterred in creating positive customer experiences: visual information display systems and flooring. Both design 

aspects can have a great impact on the perception of the customer at a service environment. A marbie floor tor 

instanee gives a different perception of the quality of the terminal than an anonymous square 30 by 30 cm. tiled floor 

which shows little evidence of ownership. Visual in formation display systems provide the customer of relevant and up 

to date information about the activities at and near the service environment. Service environments provide a service, 

and its ability to communieale with customers about these services is essential. lt can tor instanee reduce customer 

stress. Th is research thus opts tor an inlegration of these two elements in the Circle of Five©. 

The design aspects 'Artworks' and 'Green elements' are also nat considered in NPC's circle of Fivee>. Although this 

research indicates them as important creators of a positive customer experience, professionals of bath shopping and 

transport industry do nat view them as high priorities in creating customer experience. This can be argued since green 

e/ements (plants, parks and fountains) are memorisable aspects which can play a large role in the perception of the 

customer of a service environment. Art is a highly effective point of reference. Every station, airport or shopping mail 

uses art, aften as a point of reference. This value of these functions should nat be negleeled and these two design 

aspects should be included in one of the 75 predictors. 

1 0.2.3 Relevanee of the predietors 

In the NPC's circle of Five©, three dagrees of relevanee can be chosen to indicate the relevanee of the predietor (0, 1 

or 2 points). This scale can be compared with the ranking scale used in the first step of the expert survey (0, +, ++). 

By linking the verified predietors with the scorings of the two respondent groups, we can generale a tunetion specific 

weighted list of the predictors. Appendix 18 shows this list. Since each service environment has its specific accents 

(more commerce, more transfer}, the ranking can be used to differentiate and thus specity the ranking of relevanee of 

NPC's Circle of Fivé>. 
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Chapter (1/mproving the perception of rail 

terminal quality is a 

honourable activity .. 

Deslree Struljk 
Senta 

Discussion & Personal reflection 

The current study shines a light on !he design aspects which will have to be prioritised in the design process of a rail terminal 

and partly fill up the gap of knowledge in this field. The multidimensional approach through inclusion of bath passenger and 

shopper preferences of a service environment extends the insights complex design challenge faced by stakeholders in the rail 

terminal design process. Moreover, this study suggests several practical implications lor the NS and verified many predietors of 

NPC's Circle of Five location scan. The results of this study can be used in several relevant discussions !hal are currently taking 

place in the Dutch railway sector. We will address these discussions first (§ 11.1). Secondly, this chapter provides a short 

personal reileetion which describes my personal development during my time as an intern at NPC. 

11 Discussion 

Three topics will briefly be discussed: The Concession in 2015, the introduetion of OVCP and !he development of the 

NS Wereldstations. 

In 2015 !he Ministry of V&W wants to tender the main rail network in one large concession. Currently, NS has the 

right till 2015. The 2015 concession is not certain yet but if the Ministry of V&W proceeds, the NS can expect tough 

competition trom several large international railway companies such as the German Deutsche Bahn and the French 

SNCF. These competitors operate on a much larger scale and a head on competition with these European giants will 

likely end in a toss of the concession by !he NS. Vet, while !he concession may be lost, the NS could continue its 
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operalions as a leading railway station developer and owner. Like the BAA and Schiphol (which operate several 

airports), the NS could become a hub developing organization. Focus on the acquisition of knowledge on hub 

development, and especially rail terminal development will therefore become essential. This research has generaled a 

small amount of knowledge on the design aspects of successful rail terminals and is hopefully a starting point tor 

more research. 

Another major rail sector shake-up is the introduetion of the OVCP system (the digital ticketing systems in Dutch 

public transport). Although this systems as it's clear advances (possible positive impact on design aspects ticketing 

systems and security environmeno, some practical disadvantages can be noticed. These disadvantages mainly 

concern spatial logic, circulation and availability of concessions. Spalial logic can be reduced since OVCP systems 

have its limitations in application. 

For instance, they require a considerable amount of space a can therefore be deployed at a less logic location. The 

OVCP systems require a gated rail terminal. This means that gates wil! be posted at all exits and entrances of rail 

terminals. Especially during rush hours this could lead to a limitation in processing capacity and thus in de decrease of 

circulation. This can cause considerable amounts of stress and discomfort at passengers. Finally, OVCP systems 

could cause a decrease in retail turnover. Since rail terminals will have strict closed OVCP systems, a rail terminal 

customer wil! be limited in its movements. Once a passenger has checked-in lor a journey, it is not clear if 

passengerscan return to the terminalto purchase a service. This research suggests that before the system is applied, 

research on the impact of the introduetion of OVCP on the three design aspects is conducted. 

This research supports the ambitions of the NS to develop more airport like rail terminals which provide numerous 

new retail offerings for rail terminal customers. As the research problem definition already suggested, the final vision 

has already been defined. The steps to get there show a more vague perspective. The trial and error case of Leiden 

Centraal will generale valuable insight but in order to design rail terminals of the future, the NS should learn trom 

other industries where valuable experience has already been collected. This research used the expertise of the retail 

and airport industry. However, the entertainment industry (e.g. Walt Disney) could provide valuable insights in 

reducing the perception of waiting time and the hotel industry can be consulled for its experience on providing 

customer comfort. 

1 Personal reflection 

The kick-off document of this research, the research proposal, presenled three specific campetences I wanled to 

develop while writing my thesis. I will discuss the way I tried to develop these campetences and the final result of 

these efforts. In my research proposall also mentioned two specific risks which I viewed as a potenlial causes tor 

problems during in the research process. I can now conetude that these risks were fairly justified, and I will make 

some comments on the way I have tried to cope with these risks. 

11 .2.1 PersonaJ campetences 

Ou ring my final thesis period I wanled to develop three distin ct competences. Th is would benefit my qualities to 

perferm as a young professional. The three campetences suggested in my research proposal were: 
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• Develop more knowledge about semi-public spaces in general, and complex infrastructurallocations in special 

• Develop the ability to perfarm individual academie research 

• Develop the capability to present my personal argumentation in a more structured and effective way 

As a full subsidiary of the NS, NPC's expertise concerns consults on semi public spaces. The opportunity to write my 

final thesis and the head office of NPC, gave me an opportunity to absorb a vast amount of knowledge on rail terminal 

development. I gat the change to gel an inside scoop of many interesting projects such as a tender in Stockholm, a 

large consultancy and implementation project in South Africa, a location scan of an hospita! and I gat to see details of 

NS Wereldstation Breda. 

The second competence I wanled to develop was the ability to conduct individual academie research. Striking now is 

the term 'individual'. Alter finishing this thesis I can now say that my research really look off alter consulting other 

students and sharing my thought with many people. This research is the result of efforts of many people and I !hink 

that my initial individual attitude did nol benefit the research process. 

At the start of this research process I wanled to increase my capacities to present my argumentation in a more 

structured way. I think that the main aspect of this problem was my lack of direction is research approach. The first 

month I was quite intimidated by NPC professionals, since every consultant had an apinion on my research and !ried 

to suggest a different course. I must say I encountered quite some difficulties in structuring my own research 

approach but with the continuous support of my NPC mentors a final course has eventually been set. 

11 .2.2 Risks 

Knowledge of your personal weaknesses is important in order to develop capabilities to overcome them. At the start of 

my research project I indicated two specific distinct risks: 'lack of focus' and 'lack in communication'. Bath had a 

significant impact on my research. 

I !hink creativity is one of my most positive and most valuable competences. I love to combine elements and ereale 

new approached to a solution. Lucky to have this, there is however a catch. Creativity aften requires chaos: a non 

structured approach to conducting business. Chaos is nol a good feature when one has to focus. When I starled at 

NPC, this quickly resulted in an overlaad of non structured, hardly related information. The world I entered was toa 

interesting. On macro level national studies about governmental policy, on meso level NS studies on rail terminals, 

IATA reports on airport terminals and on micro level data on customer perception and processing of environmental 

stimuli: everything was interesting. Alter a lew months however, I loreed myself to set a course, regardless of the 

topic (everything was interesting enough). During the past nine months I aften thought about other interesting studies 

which could be conducted at NPC. "lf I could ... ",aften crossed my mind. 

My suggestion in the research proposal that I could have a problem in communicating with peers and superiors was 

quite justified. In the beginning of the research period I didn't set a clear course. Since I had no particular piece of 

relevant generaled information and thus I was very scarce in sharing information with my mentors and fellow 

students. This changed alter I gat into contact with Koen van 't Hof. He also wrote a final thesis and gradually we 

starled sharing information and starled to discuss different topics of our research. We even did some on-site research 
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at two HiSpeed Business lounges. Discussing about my research helped me in setting a research course and from 

that point I decided to be more open to my mentors and fellow CME students. lf I had an appointment with my 

mentors I didn't have to give a presentation about the progress (which is one-way communication), I had to discuss 

my steps and present my pressing thoughts. 

I can certainly say that I have learnt a lot during the 11 months at NPC. The road was long, and somelimes very hard. 

But it gave me a chance to get to know one of the largest of the Netherlands and I got in contact with some 

remarkable colleagues. I am confident that NS will pursue its goal to develop better rail terminals and that rail 

terminals will become a better place lor passengers and shoppers. lt's just a matter of time. 
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